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January 1, 2012
TO:

Mr. & Mrs. Carl Meldevez
10546 Titan Street
Van Nuys, CA 91402

FROM: ACE BUILDING INSPECTORS
7657 Winnetka Avenue, #239
Canoga Park, CA 91306
SUBJECT: Property Condition Assessment at 22331 First Street, Los Angeles
Sir/ Madam:
At your request, I conducted the above subject on January 1, 2012. The inspection was
performed in accordance with ASHI® or InterNACHI standards of practice and standard
guidelines for a residential visual inspection. The purpose of using ASHI® and InterNACHI or
HUD standards is to define good customary practice in the United States of America for
conducting a property condition assessment (PCA), by performing a walk-through survey and
conducting research with model building codes as outlined within this guide─ the inspection
and report however is not code compliance or the building codes cited are retroactive. The
inspection is to perform a non-invasive physical examination of the visible systems and
components of the primary building(s) on the property. General limitations and exclusions of
standards of practice and standard guidelines for visual inspection are contained in the
Inspection Report.
The inspection includes the following: Sitework, Structure/Foundation, Exterior (miscellaneous
non structural), Chimneys, Carport, Garage, Roof, Plumbing Systems, Water Heaters, Electrical
Systems, Heating Systems, Cooling Systems, Interior (miscellaneous non structural), Stairs,
Built-in Appliances, Crawlspace/Attic, Insulation, Ventilation, and Fireplaces. The inspection
excludes the following: Outbuildings, Wood destroying insects, mold-like organisms, ACM
(asbestos containing materials, leaded paint and radon gas. Please see the Scope of Works in
the report.
Thank you for asking ABI to perform this important inspection for you. If you have any
questions regarding this inspection and report after carefully reviewing it, please contact our
office at (818) 882-9590 or the inspector at (818) 421-9342.
Very truly yours,

INTRODUCTION
I am an ASHI Certified Inspector (ACI) for existing and new residential & commercial buildings
under ASHI or InterNACHI & ASTM standards, Professional Civil Engineer (P.E., M.ASCE)
with many years of experience in the construction of commercial, industrial and residential
buildings, Licensed General Building Contractor (CSLB) specializing in residential
constructions and renovations, Certified Residential and Commercial Mold Inspector and
Remediator (MICRO, PMII, PHII), Radon tester (SNC) and Mitigator, Certified Wooddestroying Pests inspector (Purdue University), Certified Asbestos Building Inspector (EPAHUD), Certified Lead Renovator (EPA-HUD), certified Lead Inspector/Risk Assessor (DPHEPA-HUD), and Indoor Air Quality (IAQ) inspector.
I have 30 years cumulative experience in general building construction, 18 years cumulative
experience in residential and commercial property inspections, and 7 years experience in
environmental assessments and remediation (mold, ACM, leaded paint, radon, and indoor air
quality)- please see http://www.envirohazardsolutions.com. In addition, I am an active member
of American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE), American Society of Home Inspectors (ASHI®),
California Real Estate Inspection Association (InterNACHI), American Home Inspectors
Training Institute (AHIT), American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM), International
Code Council (ICC)− former ICBO, and National Association of Mold Remediators and
Inspectors (NAMRI), and an affiliate member of Applied Technology Council (ATC) for seismic
evaluation and rehabilitation.
My other credentials which are not related to inspection are the following: BSME (Mechanical
Engineering), Licensed Appraiser (OREA), Tax Preparer (intermediate & comprehensive),
Licensed Real Estate Professional (DRE), Property Management (ABS), and Personal
Computer Technology (PCDI).
PURPOSE OF INSPECTION
The main purpose of the inspection is to provide the client with objective, independent, and
impartial information regarding the condition of the systems and components of the home that
are defective and need immediate attention or are anticipated that could have a deleterious
effect on the building and its occupants or economic value or marketability of the property.
Conditions may be safety concerns, damage or deterioration of building components or
equipment, anticipated problem due to existing defects or age of building component and
equipment, City Building and Safety visible code violations applicable to the age of the
structure, or City ordinances and State laws. The building(s) on the property should not
necessarily be in perfect condition before you buy it however, since there is no such a perfect
building even how well it has been maintained over the years.
The property inspection is a non-invasive physical examination of the visible portions of
primary building(s) on the property; that will inform the Client of MAJOR VISIBLE DEFECTS
AS THEY EXIST ON THE DATE OF THE INSPECTION. A "major defect" is a condition that
significantly affects the value, desirability, habitability, or safety of the dwelling. This report
complies with the Standards of Practice of the American Society of Home Inspectors (ASHI®)
and California Real Estate Inspection Association (InterNACHI) for home inspection and
American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) for commercial inspection.
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SCOPE OF INSPECTION
The visual inspection includes the following: Sitework (grading, drainage, landscaping, driveway,
flatwork, retaining walls, fences, gates), Structure/Foundation (slab-on-grade, wall foundations,
post & piers, floor, wall, ceiling and roof framing), Exterior (sidings, trims, ventilations, door and
windows, porch, balcony, stairs), Chimneys, Carport, Garage, Roof (covering, flashings, drainage),
Plumbing Systems (water supply, DWV pipes, fixtures), Water Heaters, Electrical Systems (panel
boards, wiring, power outlets, switches, fixtures), Heating Systems, Cooling Systems, Interior
(doors, windows, walls, ceilings, floor), Stairs, Built-in Appliances, Accessible Crawlspace/Attic,
Insulation, Ventilation, and Chimneys and Fireplaces.
The visual inspection excludes the following: Harmful substances and Environmental hazards,
Building code or Zoning ordinance violations, Geological stability or Soils condition, Structural
stability or Engineering analysis, Wood destroying insects, Detached buildings; Pools or Spas
structures, Underground piping, Saunas and steam baths, Private or Public sewage systems,
Radio-controlled devices, Automatic gates, Elevators, Thermostatic or Timer controls, Security
systems, Central vacuum systems, Water softener, Sprinkler systems (house and garden),
Fire and safety equipments, Barbecue, fire pit and sink outdoors, Government recalls, and
Prediction of remaining life of any item.
The subsequent inspection report will provide you with information about MAJOR VISIBLE
DEFECTS AS THEY EXIST ON THE DATE OF THE INSPECTION (Effective Date). Minor
defects including those that cost less than $50 are reported as a courtesy only. This report
however, does not constitute a guarantee, warranty, insurance policy, or substitute for real
estate transfer disclosures, which may be required by law. Home warranty policies, which
include coverage for appliances, electrical, plumbing, heating, cooling, and roofing are available,
if desired. Home Protection Warranty however does not apply to any insured item with preexisting defect(s). Inspectors are not held accountable of defects recommended for evaluation or
repair or related to, defects not visible/accessible or not inspected during the inspection, and
defects related to unpermitted additions and alterations identified in the report.
Built-in appliances, plumbing, electrical and mechanical components were observed visually;
they were not disassembled. Functioning equipment was operated with users controls in at least
one of the operating modes suited to indicate its general performance, but not necessarily every
mode. Appliances not listed or discussed should not be considered inspected at the time of the
inspection. Inspectors are not required to identify missing components, especially when the
appliance is recommended for evaluation, repair or replacement.
Opinions and comments stated in this report are based solely on my observations of apparent
performance− inspectors are considered as generalist and not specialists, however.
Performance standards are based exclusively on my knowledge and experience as a Civil
engineer, General Contractor, Certified Professional Residential and Commercial Building
Inspector (existing building & new construction), and Certified Mold, Radon and Wooddestroying Pests Inspector, for a combine of more than 47 years.
Our inspection and this inspection report are intended as confidential to you, for your exclusive
use. They cannot be relied upon by a third party. We make no representation as to the
condition of this property other than as stated specifically in writing in the next pages of this
report.
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LIST OF PRIORITY DEFECTS
The following is the list of defects that in the inspector’s opinion should be given more attention.
Please also refer to the descriptive Inspection Report following this list for individual Observations
that may also be important to you. Click on this link http://abinspect.net/ approximate-buildingcost.html for information about current Construction Costs,
PATIO
•
•

Indication of water intrusion at exterior wall junction joints with concrete floor and at
exterior panels joints, with wet/dry rot damages at interior wall panels.
Indication of leak at flat roof intersections with the pitch roof.

STRUCTURE/FOUNDATION
•

Some severely cracked (damaged) roof rafters.

WINDOWS & EXTERIOR DOORS ASSEMBLIES
•

Deterioration at window sash, jamb, casing and sill, with loose/missing glazing putties.

BALCONY(IES)
•

The balcony floor has deteriorating waterproofing with indication of previous leak.

GARAGE(S)
•
•

The door between the garage and living area is not fire rated.
Moisture damaged side door assembly.

PLUMBING SYSTEMS
•
•
•
•

The water service main entrance pipe not provided with pressure regulator.
Leak at cast-iron joint below the full bathroom in underfloor space.
No steel bracket was provided to secure the SGSOV to the house structure.
The sprinkler system water supply pipeline not provided with main shut-off valve.

WATER HEATER(S)
•
•
•

Corroded water supply pipe with pinhole leak.
The water heater TPR valve not provided with an overflow pipe.
The water heater not secured to the house with seismic straps.
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ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS
•
•
•
•

The electrical service drop cables porcelain messenger wire holder is displaced.
The 30-ampere breakers are too big to protect gauge #12 wires from overheating.
No Arc Fault Circuit interrupter (AFCI) branch circuit breakers are provided for the
protection of power outlets in bedrooms.
The power receptacles located outdoors, within 20’ of swimming pool and in garage are
not GFCI protected and the GFCI power receptacles in master’s bathroom are not
functioning properly

COOLING SYSTEM(S)
•

Indication of leaking refrigerant gas and leaking cooling coil condensate pan at west
side condenser unit.

LIFE SAFETY / FIRE PROTECTION
•
•

No smoke detectors are installed in the bedrooms.
No approved carbon monoxide detectors are installed in the corridor/hallway leading to
the bedrooms and attached garage.

KITCHEN
•

Leaking sink drainpipe slip joints.

BATHROOM(S)
•
•

The water closet (toilet) is loose or wobbly in master's bathroom.
The water closet (toilet) is continuously running or filling water in ¾ bathroom.

WOOD DESTROYING PESTS ISSUES
•

Some wood-decaying fungi and staining fungi or termite damages at roof eaves, fascia
and rake boards, wood siding and trims, window and door trims, in underfloor space
assembly most notably under the bathrooms, kitchen and laundry floors and beam or sill
plate that sits on concrete foundations, and in garage.

INSULATIONS
•

Some recessed light fixtures were installed without proper clearance from insulations.

SWIMMING POOL / SPA
•
•
•

Pump motors, water heater, and blower not provided with body grounding.
Underwater light fixtures appear not working with visible water intrusion inside of lens.
Improper underwater drain cover.
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INSPECTION REPORT
BUILDING TYPE: Single Family
BUILDING STYLE: Split Level
YEAR BUILT (Approximate): 1964
BUILDING FRONT: South
BUILDING STATUS: Owner Occupied

INSPECTION TIME: 2 PM
WEATHER: Sunny
TEMPERATURE: 65ºF
PARTIES PRESENT: Seller's& Buyer’sagent,Buyer
BUYER’S AGENT: Tom Bradley

DEFECT TYPE / CLASSIFICATION DEFINITION
•

Observation − Defects noted as per ASHI® and InterNACHI standards of practice and
standard guidelines for a residential visual inspection as they exist at the date of the
inspection, with opinions and comments based exclusively on the inspector knowledge and
experience or a conclusion based on building codes and standards or manufacturers
instructions.
CATEGORIES (Type of overlapping defects)
• Priority − Needs immediate repairs/replacement; or that can affect the living condition.
• Major − Significantly deficient or involves substantial expense.
• Minor − Can be fixed in due course, a deferred maintenance kind, or preventive action.
• Safety Issue − Unsafe condition (danger, risk or injury to life); or a safety protective measures.
• Hazard – Could potentially adversely affect one's health.
• Evaluation − Invasive examination by qualified licensed contractor(s).
• Code − General Code issues. Codes stated could be grandfathered conforming use.
• Standard – Work shall be done as per “California Building Performance” and “Industry and
Manufacturer Standards” installation practices and guidelines.
• Monitor − Needing monitoring so if it gets worse, consult with licensed contractors.
• Retrofit − L.A. City ordinances or upgrading as required before the closing of transactions.
• Upgrade − Enhancement is suggested though acceptable at the time of its installation.
COMPONENT / SYSTEM RATING DEFINITION (as compared to age)
•

•
•

•

•
•

Appears Functioning/Working − system or component is capable of being used properly- no
major damage, although some serviceable items may show normal wear and tear. Not
Functioning/Working Properly − system or component is not capable of being used
properly, or repair or replacement is necessary.
Good Condition − system or component is capable of being used, without requiring repair.
Fair Condition − system or component has evidence of workmanship or previous repairs
not in compliance with commonly accepted standards. The component or system might be
nearing the end of its average useful life. Minor repair and regular maintenance is
necessary to prevent further deterioration or to prolong expected life.
Poor Condition − system or component cannot be relied upon to continue performing its
original function as a result of having exceeded its expected performance, excessive
deferred maintenance, or state of disrepair. The component or system might be at the end
of its average useful life. Major repair or replacement is necessary.
Not inspected / Not verified − Due to obstruction or non accessibility or lack of information,
component(s) or appliance(s) not inspected shall be evaluated by qualified contractor(s).
Average − Condition is consistent with age and surrounding properties in the neighborhood
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GENERAL INSPECTION & REPORTING STANDARDS:
• Utilities services shall be ON at the time of the inspection– Inspectors are NOT required
to operate any system or component that is shut down or otherwise inoperable, any
system or component that does not respond to normal operating controls, and shut-off
valves or manual stop valves.
• Inspection is a hypothetical assumption of the subject unless otherwise plainly visible or proven
by invasive method, tested with special equipments or the owner/tenant declared so.
• Defects observed in majority of readily accessible areas are extrapolated to inaccessible
areas. "Readily accessible" means approachable or enterable for visual inspection without the
risk of damage to any property or alteration of the accessible space, equipment, or opening.
• Defects observed are categorized in two to three overlapping groups.
• Individual recommendations are limited to defects that can be fixed for over $50 only.
• Ages of systems or components stated in this report are based solely on the inspector’s
obtained information from knowledgeable source during the inspection or are just best
estimate as compared to previous experiences. Newer simply means that the system or
appliances has about 75% left of its average life expectancy.
GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS:
A. Consult with qualified contractors (licensed service and repair contractors) in respective
categories included in this inspection to determine the exact scope of work for making
required corrections, and for defects categorized as “Evaluation” or defects not covered
with our inspection as per ASHI Standards of Practice.
B. For defects repaired/serviced by qualified contractors, a written warranty of at least 6
months shall be requested.
C. If the house is suspected of having past Marijuana growing or drug operation, the house
should be tested for poisonous gas and chemicals and biological contaminants. Visit
Envirohazard Solutions.com for information.
D. Beginning April 22, 2010, federal law requires that contractors performing renovation, repair
and painting projects that disturb more than 6 square feet of interior lead paint surface
and/or 20 square feet of exterior lead paint surface in homes, child care facilities, and
schools built before 1978 must be certified and trained to follow specific work practices to
prevent lead contamination. Visit Envirohazard Solutions.com for information.
E. Ask for a copy of termite inspection report for more information not covered with our
inspection as per ASHI Standards of Practice General Limitation & Exclusion.
F. City Building Permit is required whenever room additions, alterations and renovations; or
ordinary repairs that include addition to, alteration of, replacement or relocation of any,
water supply, sewer, drainage, drain leader, gas, soil, waste, vent or similar piping, electric
wiring or mechanical or other work affecting public health or general safety. Works that also
requires permit are garage, patio, fence, accessory building, car port, roofing, stucco,
window and door change-out, drywall replacement, installation of security bars, fire damage
repairs, chimney repairs, and anchor bolting/bracing foundation.
G. The General Maintenance Tasks list below shall be followed for proper house protection.
H. Home Protection Warranty insurance shall not be used as substitute to the inspector
recommendations, and for equipment or appliance that has exceeded its life expectancy.
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LEGEND:
ž
—

Commentary
Category

SITEWORK (grading, driveway, flatwork, fence, gate and access)
OUT OF SCOPE ISSUES AS PER ASHI®/InterNACHI STANDARDS OF PRACTICE:
1. fences and gates
2. geological, geotechnical or hydrological conditions are not inspected.
3. recreational facilities.
GENERAL INFORMATION
A. Several areas in California contain differing amounts of expansive (also called adobe or
clay) soil. Expansive soil swells if excessive amount of moisture is present in the soil and
contracts if soil dries up, leaving fissures or cracks. To prevent major damage to the
structure, precautions shall be taken to make sure that the soil under the foundation does
not become either saturated or completely dried out. Precautionary measures include
sloping the ground away from the foundations, provide French drainage system, and
provide the roof with rain gutters with downspout terminated away from the walls.
B. Hills and mountains are worn down by mass wasting (erosion, sliding, creeping, etc.) and
the valleys and lowlands collect these products. Most slope and hillside lot problems are
associated with water. Wet weather is the largest cause of slope problems, particularly in
California where rain is intermittent, but may be torrential. Therefore, drainage and erosion
control are the most important aspects of home site stability.
C. California Civil Code § 841 requires adjacent landowners equally contribute to maintain
walls and fences between them.
Driveway: Asphalt
Fence: Wood

Flatwork: Concrete
Gate: Wood

OBSERVATIONS, COMMENTS & CATEGORIES:
1. The surrounding ground along the wall foundations not sloped to drain properly. ž Lots
shall be graded evenly so as to drain surface water away from foundation walls and
shall slope a minimum ¼” fall per foot of horizontal distance or 2%, towards the public
storm drain. The required slope must be maintained for a minimum of 5 feet away from
the foundation. — Minor
2. Plantings along the wall foundations with sprinkler system. ž Plantings with irrigation
system along the foundation can saturate the ground – see General Information B
above. Drip irrigation could be used for better water control. ž Remove the plants and
concrete the area with slope of at least ¼” fall per foot away from the walls — Minor
3. Property tree planted near the house, perimeter concrete block wall and swimming pool
noted. ž Consider these tree safe distances from any structures: Willow -59’; Poplar 66’; Oak 60’; Elm -63’; Horse Chestnut -48’; Ash -33’; Maple 30’-40’; Cyprus -8’; Lime
36’; Beech -30’; Plane -33’; Robinia -28’; Birch -13’; Cherry -10’; Rowan -16’. ž Tree
roots could damage the structure and underground plumbing and protruding roots can
be trip hazard, and the tree branches could damage the roof and structure. Trees could
be fire hazard as well if not trimmed regularly. Inquire from the seller about any sewer
pipeline problem or an evaluation with inline camera is recommended. Visit
http://www.calflora.net/trees/ and http://www.cal-ipc.org/ — Evaluation, Minor
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4. The surrounding ground at east side is higher than the foundation sill plate. ž The
surrounding ground and flatworks shall be at least 6” below the foundation sill plate to
prevent water intrusion that could damage the wall assembly– the water seeps through
the gap between the concrete and sill plate; or otherwise can be minimum 1 ½” as long
as the surrounding ground is concrete, sloped (at least ¼” fall per foot) away from the
walls and the roof is provided with rain gutters and downspouts. — Code
5. The asphalt pavement has deteriorated by about 50%. ž Deterioration of constructed
asphalt pavement is natural, because over time the materials that make up asphalt
begin to break down and become affected by elements such as rain, sunlight and
chemicals that come into contact with the pavement surface. Deterioration of asphalt
pavements can also be due to due to insufficient or improperly compacted base below
the asphalt, over or under compaction of asphalt, improper temperature of asphalt when
applied and poor drainage. When asphalt pavement is constructed and maintained
properly it wears out slowly and can last up to 25 years or more. ž Applying pavement
sealer such as slurry seal or fresh oil will protect the asphalt from oxidation and
moisture intrusion into the pores and by sloping the surrounding ground away from the
paved surfaces is to prevent the subgrade from water saturation. If repairs are needed
on more than 25 percent of the asphalt pavement surface, it is more cost-effective to do
a 1 ½” to 2” thick hot mix asphalt resurfacing over the entire driveway. If the asphalt
pavement is 75% damaged, complete replacement with 4” to 5” full-depth hot mix
asphalt pavement or reinforced concrete is recommended. — Minor
6. Damaged property perimeter wood fence at east side noted. ž Contact your neighbor
to repair or reinforce the damaged perimeter concrete block/ wood fence at east side to
prevent it from eventually breaking down which could lead to more costly problems –
see General Information E above — Minor
PATIO
Location: South side
Type: Partly enclosed and partly open

Make: Wood
Roof cover: Partly roll roofing and partly trellis

OBSERVATIONS, COMMENTS & CATEGORIES:
1. An open patio was illegally converted into an enclosed patio. ž The longest exterior
wall and one other exterior wall of the patio shall have open areas equal to a minimum
of 65% of the wall area below 6’ 8”. These openings may be enclosed with readily
removable insect screening, translucent or transparent plastic, not more than 0.125”
thick. Solid doors and glass windows are not permitted. — Standard
2. Indication of water intrusion at exterior wall junction joints with concrete floor and at
exterior panels joints, with wet/dry rot damages at interior wall panels. ž Have a
qualified contractor regularly caulk the exterior wall junction joints with concrete floor
and the metal frame and exterior panels joints to prevent water intrusion that could
further damage the walls. — Evaluation, Minor
3. Ledger boards not properly anchored to the house bearing wall studs. ž Continuous
ledger board of the same size as the rafter shall be anchored to the bearing wall studs
with ½” Ø x 5 ½” lag bolts at 16” O.C. staggered. — Standard
4. The patio rafters are attached to the house roof overhang instead of at wall framing. ž
Rafters shall be connected to the ledger board with Simpsons HS24 or H1 rafter ties.
Continuous ledger board of the same size as the rafter shall be anchored to the bearing
wall studs with ½” Ø x 5 ½” lag bolts at 16” O.C. staggered. — Standard
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5. The post and beam connection not provided with knee braces noted. ž Provide with
4”x4” knee braces 2’ from each post and beam connection with 5/8” Ø thru bolts to the
beam, to counter lateral load impose on the structure. — Standard
6. Indication of leak at flat roof intersections with the pitch roof. ž Repair of the said
leakage by a qualified contractor is recommended. Flat roof intersections with the pitch
roof shall be provided metal flashing consist of not less than No. 26-Gauge corrosionresistant, galvanized sheet metal or other code approved material. The metal shall
extend at least 12 inches from the center line each way without any holes within 6" from
the center line. Sections of flashing shall have an end lap of not less than four inches. —
Standard
STRUCTURE/FOUNDATION
OUT OF SCOPE ISSUES AS PER ASHI®/InterNACHI STANDARDS OF PRACTICE:
1. provide any engineering or architectural service.
2. offer an opinion as to the adequacy of any structural system or component.
3. remove floor coverings to evaluate the concrete or wood floors.
4. enter crawlspaces and attics with less than 18 and 36” headroom respectively or farther
than 20’ from access opening.
GENERAL INFORMATION
A. For "Details for Conventional Wood Frame Construction" visit http://abinspect.net under
General Reference.
B. The bearing wall, floor and roof of wood frame buildings built prior to 1967 were not
required by Uniform Building Code to have minimum ½” thick plywood sheathing to resist
horizontal and vertical shears.
C. Roof truss is more rigid than rafter or stick framing as it is specifically designed, engineered
and fabricated at the factory against common forces that the structure is exposed to, such
as compression, tension, torsion, bending, and shear. Truss also can span longer
distances and eliminate the need for inside load bearing walls.
Foundation type: Slab on-grade or mat, Continuous concrete stem wall, Concrete footing
and wood pier
Framing type: Platform, Type V at single story, one and two stories (split level)
Floor structure: Wood joists, Concrete
Sub flooring: Plywood, Solid planks
Wall structure: Wood framing
Ceiling structure: Wood joists
Roof structure: Wood rafter
Roof sheathing: OSB (Oriented Strand Board)
OBSERVATIONS, COMMENTS & CATEGORIES:
1. The structure-foundation was assembled with average quality of materials and level of
craftsmanship for its age. No major crack/damage or displacements are visible in
accessible concrete slab and wood floors, raised floor, roof and wall assemblies, no
major fungi (wood rotting or staining kind) or termite damages that could affect the
integrity of structure, no indications of differential settlement of the foundations, and no
damage from structural racking/shearing of walls are noted.
2. The house bearing wall sill plates are anchored to the concrete wall foundation with ½”
Ø bolts but the space between bolts were not measured.
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3. Addition and/or major alteration in the living room that may require Building Permit and
Certificate of Occupancy noted. ž Visit your local Building and Safety and inquire about
the legality of the additions- compare the original plans to the existing building layout
and inquire about any structure or structures that do not show up in the as-built
drawings. A City Building Permit and subsequent Certificate of Occupancy is issued by
your local Building and Safety official whenever you construct, enlarge, alter, repair,
demolish or move the principal structure or part thereof, to ensure that the work was
done according to minimum code requirements. Click on this link
http://abinspect.net/Type-V-Construction.pdf for more information about one story
structure building standard. — Code, Standard
4. Some severely cracked (damaged) roof rafters possibly due to overloading with asphalt
shingles during the delivery. ž Severely cracked rafters can be repaired by sistering
with the same size of wood nailed with 10D common nails every 6” O.C. and shall be
connected to the ridge board and hip rafter with metal connectors. — Priority
5. Minor cracks (less than 3/16”) at concrete wall foundation due to previous earthquakes
or expansive soil problem or inadequate reinforcement. ž Vertical cracks in poured
concrete foundations not exceeding 3/16" is acceptable. — Evaluation, Minor,
6. The elevation of concrete slab floor or the top of wall foundation is close to the outside
ground or flatwork elevation. ž The elevation of concrete slab floor or the top of wall
foundation shall be at least 6” higher than the outside ground or flatwork elevation to
prevent water intrusion that could damage the wall assembly– the water seeps through
the gap between the concrete and sill plate; or otherwise can be minimum 1 ½” as long
as the surrounding ground is concrete, sloped (¼” fall per foot or 2%) away from the
walls and the roof is provided with rain gutters and downspouts. — Code
7. Some fungi (wood rotting or staining kind) or termite damages in underfloor assembly
most notably under the bathrooms, kitchen, laundry floors, beam or sill plate that sits on
concrete foundations, sill plate and studs adjacent to the ventilation openings, cripple
walls, and in roof space around the evaporative cooler noted. ž Have a qualified
contractor repair the fungi (wood rotting or staining kind) or termite damages including
the source of water intrusions; and/or refer to termite and wood destroying insects and
pests inspection report ─see Wood-Destroying Pests Issues below. — Evaluation
EXTERIOR ENVELOPE
OUT OF SCOPE ISSUES AS PER ASHI®/InterNACHI STANDARDS OF PRACTICE:
1. screening, shutters, awnings, and similar seasonal accessories.
GENERAL INFORMATION
A. Homes built as recently as 1978 may also contain lead paint. Only EPA-HUD certified RRP
(renovation, repair, and painting) licensed contractor can do any interior work disturbing
more than 20 ft2 per side of painted surface (20 ft2 total with Federal housing assistance) in
the building built prior to 1978, unless otherwise the owner who lives in the house can do it
by him/her self if the agencies protocols are strictly followed. See Environmental Issues
below or visit Envirohazard Solutions.com.
B. Houses built before 1978 with may contain ACM (asbestos containing materials). Cement
roofing and siding are examples that maybe found in exterior of a house. If the asbestos
material is in good shape and will not be disturbed, do nothing! If it is a problem, there are
two types of corrections: repair and removal. Only hire certified asbestos professionals to
do the corrections. See Environmental Issues below or visit Envirohazard Solutions.com.
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C. Houses built before 1970 were not required to have weep screed. Weep screed prevents
stucco and wood damage from constant water exposure by capillary action (ground water
get sucked up into the wall) as aggravated by poor drainage or water ponding around the
foundations.
D. Two primary reasons for stucco cracks are shrinkage or expansion and contraction, and
structural. Shrinkage cracks may develop as the excess water evaporates from the drying
cement mix. Thermal expansion and contraction crack is normal as material expands when
temperature increases and contracts when temperature decreases. Structural cracks can
occur in stucco when stress is transferred to the plaster membrane from various external
sources. Various external sources are ground movement, foundation settlement,
frame/structure movement, shear paneling, offset framing, water penetration, improper
curing, lumber moisture content, and even wrongly timed installation of drywall and roofing
tiles.
Make: Stucco, Board-and-batten
OBSERVATIONS, COMMENTS & CATEGORIES:
1. No weep screed is provided at stucco siding noted– see General Information C above.
ž The purpose of the weep screed is to allow any water that may be flowing across the
drainage membrane through its perforations, and also prevent the stucco from bonding
to the cement foundation. Plugging the bottom holes of the weep screed with plaster or
cement will prevent the trapped water from draining. The screed should span between
the wood framing or sheathing and the concrete foundation, and it should terminate at
least 8” above grade. — Code
2. Minor cracks (less than 1/8” wide) at stucco due to normal expansion and contraction or
shrinkage of wood framing or stucco, minor structural racking/shearing of walls, hinging
effect within the rough framing of the structure, and improper room addition construction
joint. ž Stucco cracks less than 1/8” wide need not be repaired. ž Cracks from
construction joints are caused by improper bonding of wire mesh and stucco. The
reinforcing mesh shall overlap at least 2” continuously over all areas to be plastered and
the old stucco surface at construction joint shall be grouted well before plastering. —
Minor
3. Wooden lap boards too close to the ground with fungi (wood rotting or staining kind) or
termite damages, splits, lap joints not properly fastened and caulked. ž Wood siding,
sheathing and wall framing on the exterior of a building shall have a clearance of not
less than 6” from the ground to prevent water damage due to constant water exposure
by capillary action and eventual damage from termite. ž Wooden lap boards fungi
(wood rotting or staining kind) damages shall be repaired accordingly, and splits and lap
joints shall be properly fastened and caulked to prevent water intrusion. — Evaluation,
Code
4. The brick veneer end cap and rowlock sill were not flashed and sloped properly and
provided with proper overhang. ž The brick veneer end cap and rowlock sill shall slope
and overhang with minimum 2% (¼” fall per foot) and 1 ½” respectively to drain the
water away from the wall and the junction with the wall or window subsill/ sill extension
shall be flashed with continuous impervious material such us metal sheet or caulked
with a high-quality acrylic-latex caulk (paintable). — Standard
5. Annular spaces at pipe, cables, etc.. wall penetrations not properly caulked. ž Annular
spaces around wall penetrations shall be sealed properly in such a manner as to
prevent entry of air, water and pests into the wall cavity or to the building structural
framing components. — Minor, Standard
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TRIMS/ DECORATIVE ATTACHMENTS
OBSERVATIONS, COMMENTS & CATEGORIES:
1. The head (top) wood casing around the doors and windows not counter-flashed. ž The
connection of two different materials with dissimilar thermal expansion can only be
made watertight with proper flashing system. A “Z” flashing shall be used for exterior
wall siding wooden trims. — Standard
2. The window casing and sill extension not properly sloped away from the window. ž The
window overhang and sill extension shall be built with 2% slope (¼” fall per foot),
covered with continuous impervious material such us metal sheet or waterproofing
compound with proper flashing system. — Standard
WINDOWS & EXTERIOR DOORS ASSEMBLIES
OUT OF SCOPE ISSUES AS PER ASHI®/InterNACHI STANDARDS OF PRACTICE:
1. fully evaluate replacement windows.
GENERAL INFORMATION
A. A single pane glazing has an approximate R-value of 0.85, while a double pane glazing has
a value of 1.5 - 2.0, a low-e double pane glazing has a 2.4 - 3.0 rating and a low-e double
pane glazing using an argon gas fill has a 2.7 - 3.6 R-value.
B. A building permit is required for window assembly replacement (either “retrofit” or nail-on
flange style). Replacement of “glass only” does not require a building permit.
Type: Single pane
OBSERVATIONS, COMMENTS & CATEGORIES:
1. Deterioration at window sash, jamb, casing and sill, with loose/missing glazing putties
noted. ž Rehabilitation or replacement of deteriorating windows/ doors assemblies so
that they are functioning properly is recommended. ž Have a qualified contractor repair
the fungi (wood rotting or staining kind) or termite damages including the source of
water intrusions; and/or refer to termite and wood destroying insects and pests
inspection report ─see Wood-Destroying Pests Issues below. ž Some window glazing
putties contain leaded-paint and asbestos. Refer to Environmental Issues below for
more information. ž Exterior wood trims shall be made of treated wood –alkaline
copper quaternary (ACQ), pentachloraphenol light oil solution or chrome copper
arsenate (CCA) preservatives– or common wood species that are resistant to decay are
redwood, cedars, white oak, black locust and heartwood of any wood species. ž
Shallow wood rot can be repaired by removing crumbling wood and applied with clear
penetrating epoxy sealer, fill with exterior type wood filler such as Elmers or 3M'sBondo,
then sand, prime and paint. — Evaluation, Standard
2. Flaking paints at window and door trims noted. ž Loose and flaking paints in houses
built before 1978 may contain lead and should be abated – see General Information
above and Environmental Issues below ž Repainting by EPA-HUD certified RRP
(renovation, repair, and painting) licensed contractor is recommended. — Hazard,
Priority
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UNDERFLOOR /ROOF SPACES /VENTILATION
OUT OF SCOPE ISSUES AS PER ASHI®/InterNACHI STANDARDS OF PRACTICE:
1. enter crawlspaces and attics with less than 18” and 36” headroom respectively, 5’ wide,
access opening less than 18" x 24" and 20’ from access opening.
2. enter roof spaces without catwalk or if with headroom height is less than 5’.
3. enter roof spaces with truss type roof framing (web-like framing).
4. move personal property, furniture, equipment, plants, soil, debris, or anything that blocks
the entrances.
5. enter crawlspaces and attics in attached townhouses and condominiums.
6. disturb insulation or vapor retarders.
Underfloor space access location: North exterior side, Hallway’s clothes closet
Roof space access location: Master’s bedroom clothes closet, Hallway’s clothes closet
OBSERVATIONS, COMMENTS & CATEGORIES:
1. About 40% of underfloor space area not fully visible because the headroom too low and
obstructions from interior bearing wall foundations and pipes– see Out of Scope Issues
#1, 2 & 3 above. ž Inquire for a copy of termite inspection report from the seller for
additional information. — Inquiry
2. About 60% of roof space area not fully visible because the headroom too low most
especially at slope near exterior wall top plates, no catwalk is provided, and obstructions
from airducts– see Out of Scope Issues #1, 2 & 3 above. ž Inquire for a copy of termite
inspection report from the seller for additional information. — Inquiry
3. The underfloor access openings concrete barrier is not elevated properly and the sump
pit is filled with dirt. ž Underfloor access opening shall be provided with 4” thick
concrete barrier extended at least 3” above the ground or pavement and at least 6”
deep sump pit that will collect undesirable water run-off, silts and debris from going into
the underfloor space. — Code
PORCH/LANDING(S)
Location: South side
OBSERVATIONS, COMMENTS & CATEGORIES:
1. The stair has unequal risers and threads (difference of more than 3/8 inches). ž The
riser and treads shall not exceed the smallest by 3/8 inch to prevent the hazard of
tripping or falling. — Safety issues, Code
2. The floor elevation is close to the foundation sill plate/interior floor. ž The landing shall
not be more than 1 ½” and ½” lower than the top and bottom of the threshold
respectively– more than 1 ½” is a safety issue and less than ½” is water intrusion issue.
— Minor, Standard
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BALCONY(IES)
Location: North side

Make: Wood

OBSERVATIONS, COMMENTS & CATEGORIES:
1. The balcony floor has deteriorating waterproofing with indication of previous leak. ž
Install Polycloth reinforcing fabric, and then apply two to four coats of waterproofing
membranes and liquid rubberized elastomeric by brush, roller or sprayer incorporating
flint aggregate to provide a weatherproof, slip resistant coating. Or apply primer at .3
gallons per 100 SF, Deckgard elastomeric polyurethane texture coat at 1 gallon per 100
square feet, and polyurethane top coat at 1 gallon per 100 square feet. — Standard
2. Opening between intermediate rails more than 4” wide that appears to be a
grandfathered-code-conforming-use noted. ž Intermediate rails or ornamental closures
at guard rails shall not allow passage of an object 4” or more in diameter. — Code
CHIMNEY(S)
OUT OF SCOPE ISSUES AS PER ASHI®/InterNACHI STANDARDS OF PRACTICE:
1. the interior of flues or chimneys which are not readily accessible.
2. determine the adequacy of the chimney.
3. determine the stability of the chimney.
4. Metal chimney pipe section joints inside of chase are not inspected.
GENERAL INFORMATION
A. Masonry chimneys built before 1960 were not required to be strapped to the house.
B. The masonry fireplace is assembled on site brick by brick with the use of mortar.
Location: Northeast side

Make: Masonry

OBSERVATIONS, COMMENTS & CATEGORIES:
1. No rain cap was provided. ž Chimney rain cap is not required by code because it
creates backdraft during windy days; however it prevents rain and some other external
debris from coming into the house. Rain could eventually damage the chimney walls
and fireplace firebox. — Minor
2. No spark screen/arrester was provided. ž Every residential chimney attached to any
fireplace that burns any solid or liquid fuel shall have such chimney equipped with an
approved spark arrester installed in such a manner as to be visible for the purposes of
inspection and maintenance. — Code
3. The chimney is slightly moving away from the house by about 1 ½" due to the absence
or inadequate straps as indicated by the separation of roof and wall flashings from the
chimney. ž Masonry chimneys more than 6’ above last support shall be braced to the
house structure with one (centered) 2”x2”x1/4” steel angle or two 3/16 by 1 inch straps,
anchored to 2”x6” blocking across minimum of four floor joists, roof rafters or ceiling
joists with two ½” Ø x5” bolts and anchored to the chimney with two ½” x2 ½” expansion
bolts into masonry grout space. — Evaluation, Priority, Standard
4. The masonry chimney not provided with flue lining. ž Masonry chimneys for gas
fireplaces shall be lined to prevent hazardous and noxious gasses and excessive heat
from combustible materials that surround the chimney escape through damaged or
missing mortar joints of a chimney. — Safety issues, Standard
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FIREPLACE(S)
OUT OF SCOPE ISSUES AS PER ASHI®/InterNACHI STANDARDS OF PRACTICE:
1. the balance of the fireplace design.
2. the fire screens and doors.
3. ignite or extinguish fires– only gas log fireplace is tested.
4. determine draft characteristics.
GENERAL INFORMATION
A. Officials in charge of air quality in Los Angeles and surrounding counties have banned the
use of wood-burning fireplaces during certain high-pollution days. The fines would only be
levied on about two dozen winter days, and wouldn't affect gas fireplaces, wood-burning
ovens in restaurants, or homes above 3,000’.
B. Never burn paper or other composite products such as sawdust, wax logs and papers in
the fireplace to prevent damaging the linings. Fireplaces require low heat fires only.
C. A gas log fireplace is a fireplace that has been fitted with fake, fire-resistant logs. These
logs have gas nozzles and igniters underneath, so when they are "burnt" they appear to
look like natural logs on a genuine wood fire.
Location: Living room
Type: Wood or gas

Make: Masonry

OBSERVATIONS, COMMENTS & CATEGORIES:
1. Corrosion and deformation of damper and throat plate due to water intrusion or
condensation. ž Water, debris and pest chimney intrusion can be prevented by
installing rain cap and spark screen on chimney top end. ž Remove rust flakes and
paint the flue damper and throat plate with heat and rust resistant paint, lubricate the
hinges, and install an approved rain cap. — Minor, Standard
2. The flue damper not provided with approved clamp spacer. ž Fireplaces that use natural
gas as fuel, their manual dampers must be provided with approve clamp spacer to
maintain required minimum permanent vent opening at all times or for in case the user
forgets to open the flue damper. — Standard
3. No metal or glass door covering is provided at the entire opening of the firebox. ž A
wood or gas-log fireplace shall have the closeable metal or glass doors covering the
entire opening of the firebox. The doors should open and close freely without sticking
and should close with a gap of no more than ¼”. — Code
4. Woodwork projects about 6” above the vertical plane surface of fireplace with 7”
distance from fireplace opening. ž Woodwork or other combustible materials shall not
be placed within 6” of a fireplace opening. For solid fuel (wood) fireplace, combustible
material within 12” of the fireplace opening shall not project more than ˆ inch for each 1inch distance from such opening. — Code
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GARAGE(S)
OUT OF SCOPE ISSUES AS PER ASHI®/InterNACHI STANDARDS OF PRACTICE:
1. walls and floors that are not readily accessible.
2. the garage door auto reverse sensors except with “electric eye” are not tested.
Type: Attached/ Detached/ Built-in
Size: 2-car/ 1-car
Garage door: Metal roll-up/ Wooden tilt-up Accessibility: Belongings on floor and walls
and therefore not fully inspected
OBSERVATIONS, COMMENTS & CATEGORIES:
1. Major cracks and displacement of concrete floor (more than 3/8”) due to previous
earthquake, expansive soil, or inadequate steel reinforcement. ž It is not necessary to
repair the cracks to restore its structural integrity because the floor supports only the
vehicle’s weight and it is uniformly supported by the ground. Cracks on concrete floor
can just be filled with grouting compound, or use impact resistant flexible epoxy resin. —
Monitor
2. Annular spaces at pipes wall penetrations, and openings at fire barrier wall noted. ž
Penetrations for cables, cable trays, conduits, pipes, tubes, combustion vents and
exhaust vents, wires, and similar items to accommodate electrical, mechanical,
plumbing, and communications systems that pass through a wall, floor, or floor/ceiling
assembly constructed as a fire barrier be protected by a firestop system or device, and
the annular spaces shall be filled with heat resistant sealant. ž The fire barrier shall be
completely covered by not less than 5/8–inch Type X gypsum in both sides from the top
of the floor to the underside of the roof above and shall be continuous through
concealed space, and the construction joints and annular spaces shall be sealed with
drywall tape or heat resistant sealant to prevent fire and toxic gases infiltration. — Code
3. The door between the garage and living area is not fire rated, and not provided with
self-closing device, lockset, doorjamb weather-stripping and metal threshold with
weatherstripping. ž Openings between the garage and residence shall be equipped
with solid wood doors not less than 1 3 /8 inch in thickness, solid or honeycomb core
steel doors not less than 1 3 /8” thick, or 20-minute fire-rated doors. ž Fire doors shall
be equipped with self-closing device, active latch bolt, and doorjamb and bottom fumeseals. ž Adjust the spring loaded hinge so that the firedoor will close by itself. Car
exhaust, toxic chemicals and volatile organic compounds present in garage can
contaminate the indoor air if the door left open or not properly sealed. — Code
4. Moisture damaged side door assembly which was made of hollow flush interior type of
door. ž Exterior doors shall be made of solid wood, steel or fiberglass doors. Steel and
fiberglass doors are composite construction with door skins (the front and back
surfaces) that consist of 24-gauge to 26-gauge galvanized steel or fiberglass that are
often shaped to replicate the look of a wood frame-and-panel door. High-density
polyurethane insulation fills the space between the two skins, resulting in a stable,
energy-efficient door that does not require a great deal of maintenance. — Priority,
Standard
5. The garage door opener automatic auto reverse sensors were installed too high above
the floor / not functioning properly. ž The automatic garage door opener beam sensor
should not be more than 6” above the floor to prevent children from being pinned
between the door and the floor. — Code
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ROOFING SYSTEM
OUT OF SCOPE ISSUES AS PER ASHI®/InterNACHI STANDARDS OF PRACTICE:
1. other installed accessories are not inspected.
2. walk upon a roof 12’ or higher from ground or a roof with pitch steeper than 6:12.
3. walk upon a roof when dangerously wet or slippery.
4. walk upon a roof with wood shakes, wood shingles, metal roof, plastic or tile roof covering.
5. determine the remaining useful life.
GENERAL INFORMATION
A. All roof systems were designed to be in a watertight fashion and not allow any kind of water
intrusion only under normal (typical for California) inclement weather conditions. Under
extreme weather conditions such as heavy rain accompanied with strong wind, water
intrusion is considered acceptable.
B. New roof coverings shall not be installed without first removing existing roof coverings
when the existing roof covering is wood shake, slate, clay, cement or asbestos-cement tile
or the existing roof has two or more applications of any type of roof covering.
C. Rolled roofing is not acceptable for FHA loans, but cold/hot applied adhesive modified
bitumen and metal roofs are acceptable with certification that the roof was installed per
manufacturer’s specifications. Built-up roofing must be installed by a licensed roofer.
Roof style: Gable, Hip
Roof type: Asphalt shingles type–25 years
No. of layers: 2 layers– see General Information B above
Undersheathing: Solid planks
Age (approx.): 5 years old
How inspected: Walked upon at 1 story and Viewed from ground with binocular (limited) at 2story, and verified in the attic or on ceiling for indication of leaks
OBSERVATIONS, COMMENTS & CATEGORIES:
1. The asphalt composition shingles (second layer) roofing is in generally average
condition for its age and can be useful for many years if maintained properly (annual
maintenance by a licensed contractor). ž Installing asphalt shingles over another layer
(second layer) of roof covering is not a code violation as long as the fasteners have
penetrated the roof wood undersheathing, and flat enough to allow asphalt shingles
tabs adhesive to stick. ž Annual maintenance may include the repair or replacement of
any roof penetration flashings that are damaged, loose or not installed properly,
damaged and missing or loose roof sections, asphalt shingles that do not adhere to the
underlying shingles, or deteriorated sealants, and removal of accumulated debris and
overhanging branches and cleaning of valleys, rain gutters and downspouts. — Monitor
2. Indication of water intrusion from roof penetration flashings. ž The annular space
around roof penetration flashing shall be regularly sealed with approved sealant,
specifically high heat silicone sealant for gas vent pipes to prevent water intrusion. —
Standard
3. Not fully provided with rain gutter and downspout noted. ž The rain gutter with
downspout helps protect a building's foundation from expansive or collapsible soils,
prevent roof backflow, reduce soil erosion, prevent leaks in crawlspaces or basements,
and protect exterior sidings and trims and paints from exposure to splashing water.
Downspouts shall be terminated to the ground surface at least 5’ from foundation walls,
to another gutter or to an approved drainage system. — Upgrading
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PLUMBING SYSTEMS
OUT OF SCOPE ISSUES AS PER ASHI®/InterNACHI STANDARDS OF PRACTICE:
1. determine whether water supply and waste disposal systems are public or private.
2. determine the adequacy or quality of the water supply.
3. determine the condition and type of inaccessible pipes.
4. determine if the pipes are defective (manufacturers recalled) type or kind.
5. determine the remaining useful life.
6. determine water leak under the ground and gas leaks.
7. operate safety valves, shut-off valves and regulator valves.
8. Pipes in the crawlspace not visible within 20’ from access opening.
9. inspect bathtub drainpipe assembly if access panel is painted shut to the wall.
Note:
1. Plumbing systems in a house are limitedly visible. Age, water pressure and drain flow could
only be the basis of plumbing condition. Pipes inside of the walls, pipes covered with
insulations and pipes in inaccessible areas are difficult to evaluate. Percentage thrown is
only a ball park (wild guess) by an experienced inspector and should not be used for any
party negotiation.
GENERAL INFORMATION
A. Life expectancy of existing pipes (Years): Galvanized-iron– 30 to 50 / Copper and plastic–
75 to 100 / Cast-iron–75 to 100 / ABS– 100+ / Black-iron– 75 to 100
B. Water Adequacy: As a rule of thumb, a two bathroom house needs minimum of ¾” size water
service pipe. The desired range of water pressure shall be between 35 to 80 psi.
Water service pipeline
Type of pipe: copper
Service pipe size: 1” Ø
Age (approx.): Cannot verify
Main valve location: South side
Visibility: at main service shut-off valve only
OBSERVATIONS, COMMENTS & CATEGORIES:
1. No major problem at visible service pipe was noted. Copper pipe is the most popular
plumbing materials being used for water pipes nowadays because it resists corrosion
and do not pit, scale or promote build-up on the system interior and could last for a
hundred years.
2. The water service main entrance pipe not provided with pressure regulator. ž An
approved pressure-reducing valve shall be installed on the domestic water branch main
or riser at the connection to the water-service pipe because the plumbing fixtures in
water distribution system are designed to withstand the maximum working pressure of
80 psi only. For old galvanized-iron pipe however, the pressure regulator is not
advisable because the pressure is already lower than 80 psi due to corrosion build-up. —
Code
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Water distribution pipelines
GENERAL INFORMATION
A. Water softeners can help reduce sediment but it can also reduce the water heater life
expectancy. When salt is added to the water (as in softened water), anodes corrode more
quickly, and can corrode in as little as six months if the water is over-softened. Do not
soften to zero. Leave 50-120 ppm of hardness.
Type of pipes: 30%galvanized, 70%copper Main distribution pipe size: ¾” Ø
Age: galvanized iron − 47 years old
Water pressure: satisfactory (about 75%)
Visibility: at shut-off valves only and underfloor space – about 50% only
OBSERVATIONS, COMMENTS & CATEGORIES:
1. The galvanized-iron pipe is sturdier and has quieter water flow but they are susceptible
to rust, pit, scale, corrosion, or build-up on the system interior and have average life
expectancy of about 30 to 50 years only, depending on the quality of material. ž
Anticipate the replacement of the remaining water supply galvanized-iron pipes in the
near future (within 5 years as based on average life expectancy only). Water pipes may
last up to 50% longer, depending on the quality of the pipe and the acidity of water, and
the vertically installed pipes last longer than horizontally installed pipes. — Monitor,
Upgrading
2. Improper copper and galvanized-iron pipe connection in underfloor space. ž Joints
between copper or copper-alloy tubing and galvanized steel pipe shall be made with a
brass converter fitting or dielectric fitting to prevent deterioration of joints by electrolysis.
— Code
3. Also see Observations under Laundry, Kitchen, Bathrooms and Water heater.
Drain, waste & vent (DWV) pipelines
GENERAL INFORMATION
A. Some houses built until mid 80’s have vitrified clay sewer pipe. Tree roots enter sewer
pipes through small cracks in the joints between individual pieces of pipe. Old clay pipes
often had the joints packed with mortar. Over time this mortar can develop cracks or
shrinkage cracks can develop as the mortar hardens. If tiny feeder roots discover these
cracks they enter the pipe and grow and eventually clogged or damage the pipe.
Type of pipes: Cast-iron, Galvanized iron Age: Cast-iron & galvanized-iron− 47 years old
Drain flow: generally good
Flow test duration: 5 minutes
Visibility: Under the sinks and underfloor space– about 30% only
Cleanout location(s): West exterior and in underfloor space
OBSERVATIONS, COMMENTS & CATEGORIES:
1. The cast-iron and galvanized-iron pipe are sturdier and have quieter water flow but they
are susceptible to rust, pit, scale, corrosion, or build-up on the system interior and have
average life expectancy of about 85 and 40 years respectively. ž DWV pipes may last
up to 50% longer, depending on the quality of the pipe, acidity of water and chemicals
drained in the system, and the vertically installed pipes last longer than horizontally
installed pipes. — Monitor, Upgrading
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2. The 2” Ø and smaller galvanized-iron drain and wet vent pipes have already exceeded
their average life expectancy. ž Anticipate the replacement of the galvanized-iron drain
and wet vent pipes in the near future (within 5 years as based on average life
expectancy only). DWV pipes may last up to 50% longer, depending on the quality of
the pipe, acidity of water and chemicals drained in the system, and the vertically
installed pipes last longer than horizontally installed pipes. — Monitor, Upgrading
3. Leak at cast-iron joint below the full bathroom in underfloor space. ž Repair of leak at
cast-iron joint in underfloor space by a qualified plumber is recommended. — Evaluation,
Priority
4. No visible two-way main clean-out (3” Ø) at downstream connection between the
building drain and building sewer or no accessible one way main clean-out (3” Ø) at
uppermost side of main waste pipeline was provided. ž An approved type of two-way
cleanout fitting near the connection between the building drain and building sewer or
one way main clean-out (3” Ø) in every changes of drainage system directions at readily
accessible locations (at house exterior wall, and interior floor and walls) for inspection
and rodding. — Code, Upgrading
5. Waste pipe (3” Ø) clean-outs were not readily accessible in underfloor space for
rodding. ž Clean-out shall be readily accessible with at least 3’ square and 18” high
working space for rodding. — Standard
6. Also see Observations under Laundry, Kitchen and Bathrooms.
Gas pipelines
GENERAL INFORMATION
A. Gas Adequacy: As a rule of thumb, a house with natural gas forced-air furnace, water heater,
cooktop and oven, clothes dryer and fireplace needs minimum of 1” size service pipe. The
service pipe size shall be increased to a minimum 1 ¼” Ø if pool/spa heater is installed.
B. Any commercial or residential building sold in the City of Los Angeles containing fuel gas
piping shall require the installation of a Seismic Gas Shut-Off Valves (SGSOV) effective
February 5, 1998. Inquire for more information from your Gas Company. Check for SGSOV
installation standard at http://abinspect.net/documents/Earthquake-Gas-Shut-off-ValveManual.pdf
Main valve location: East side
Service pipe size: ¾” Ø
Age (approx.): 47 years old
Type of pipe: Black-iron
Visibility: at service main, shut-off valves and underfloor space– about 30% only
OBSERVATIONS, COMMENTS & CATEGORIES:
1. Seismic Gas Shut-Off Valve (SGSOV) is already provided for Los Angeles ordinance
compliance, however no steel bracket was provided to secure the SGSOV to the house
structure. ž The Seismic Gas Shut-Off Valves (SGSOV) shall be rigidly attached to the
house structure with approved steel brackets and anchored with ¼” Ø x 3” long lag
screws and attached to the gas pipe with approved clamps. The brackets should be
installed perpendicularly against the pipe adjacent to the valve. — Code, Upgrading
2. Also see Observations under Water heater, Heating system, Laundry, Kitchen,
Fireplace and Pool water heater.
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Irrigation System
Service shut-off location: main service

Timer location: Garage

GENERAL INFORMATION
A. Irrigation water will damage walls, may cause foundation cracks due to expansive soil
problem, may cause wood rot or termite infestations and may lead to mold or fungi
problems. Keep sprinklers a minimum of 18 inches away from house walls. If you don't
want water stains on walls, they need to be at least 5 feet away from walls.
OBSERVATIONS, COMMENTS & CATEGORIES:
1. Irrigation system noted but not tested– see Out of Scope Issues #3 above.
2. The sprinkler system water supply pipeline not provided with main shut-off valve. ž An
accessible independent shut off valve made of brass and should be installed on the
water supply pipe to isolate the sprinkler plumbing system so it can easily and quickly
shut-down the irrigation system for emergencies or repairs. Plastic ball valve can be
used only for auxiliary shut-offs. — Code
3. No vacuum-breaker device is installed at garden faucets noted. ž A vacuum-breaker
device is required at any water-supply outlet with a hose connection or at outlets which
could be submerged and are not protected by an air gap. — Code
WATER HEATER(S)
OUT OF SCOPE ISSUES AS PER ASHI®/InterNACHI STANDARDS OF PRACTICE:
1. the interiors of flues which are not readily accessible.
2. determine the remaining useful life.
3. operate safety valves or shut-off valves.
4. determine the condition of TPR valve.
5. light pilot lamps or turn on the gas valve.
GENERAL INFORMATION
A. All new and replacement water heaters, and all existing residential water heaters, shall be
braced, anchored, or strapped to resist falling or horizontal displacement due to earthquake
motion as per CALIFORNIA HEALTH AND SAFETY CODE SECTION 19210-19217.
B. Life expectancy of gas or electric heaters is 10 to15 years.
C. As a rule of thumb, a house hot water consumption rate is 17 to 20 gallon per bathroom.
Location: Garage
Type: Tank
Age (approx.): 5 years old

Fuel: Natural gas
Cap/Recovery: 50 Gals/ 40 gal/hr
Make: Bradford White

OBSERVATIONS, COMMENTS & CATEGORIES:
1. The water heater is in generally average condition for its age and appears functioning.
2. Corroded water supply pipe with pinhole leak. ž Have a plumber replace the corroded
and leaking water supply pipe. — Priority
3. The water heater TPR valve not provided with an overflow pipe. ž The water heater
shall be provided with TPR valve with minimum ¾” ∅ rigid overflow pipe terminated
over a suitably located indirect waste receptor or shall extend to the exterior of the
building and terminate not less than 6” and not more than 24” above the adjacent
ground surface. — Standard
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4. The gas vent pipe connector joints not secured with screws. ž Joints between sections
of connector piping and connections to flue collars or hood outlets shall be fastened with
three sheet-metal screws or other approved means such as aluminum tape, with the
joints running in the direction of air flow. ž Aluminum tape shall be used to seal the
joints. — Code
5. The water heater not secured to the house with seismic straps. ž Water heaters shall
be anchored with DSA approved straps (16-gauge x 1 ½” wide) at points within the
upper one-third and lower one-third of the appliance’s vertical dimensions, and the
strapping at lower point shall maintain a minimum distance of 4” above the controls. The
water heater shall be maximum 12” and minimum 1” from the supporting wall. The
straps shall be anchored to wall studs with two ¼” Ø x 3” long lag screws in each strap.
Click on this link http://abinspect.net/documents/Bracing-of-Water-Heater.pdf for more
information about water heater straps. — Standard
6. Wooden platform floor not protected with fireproofing material from burner assembly. ž
The water heater may be installed on combustible floors depending on the
manufacturer’s standard –consult the Manufacturer for an approved base. The building
code however requires the water heater to be installed on a non-combustible floor to
protect against any fire hazard. Metal sheet (minimum gauge #26) or 1/2" thick
cementitious backerboard or minimum 5/8” thick type X gypsum board can be used to
protect combustible materials. — Code, Standard
7. No drip leg/sediment trap was provided at gas supply pipe of the water heater. ž Drip
leg/sediment trap is a necessity for natural gas appliances. This drip leg/sediment trap
will catch any condensation or debris that can damage integral parts of the appliance. A
drip leg/sediment trap shall be installed downstream of the equipment shutoff valve as
close to the inlet of the equipment as practical. — Standard
ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS
OUT OF SCOPE ISSUES AS PER ASHI®/InterNACHI STANDARDS OF PRACTICE:
1. the ancillary wiring, systems and components not a part of the primary electrical power distribution system.
2. to measure amperage, voltage, or impedance.
3. to verify quantity and amperage of receptacles/switches in each circuit.
4. inaccessible panel boards, power receptacles and light switches.
5. to open the panel board if working space is less than 36” in depth and 30” wide in front.
Note:
1. Electrical wirings in a house are limitedly visible. Wires inside of the walls and conduits,
wires covered with insulations and wires in inaccessible areas are difficult to evaluate.
Percentage thrown is only a ball park (wild guess) by an experienced inspector and should
not be used for any party negotiation.
Electrical Service
Phase: 1
Type: 120V/ 240 volts

Conductors: 3

OBSERVATIONS, COMMENTS & CATEGORIES:
1. The electrical service drop cables porcelain messenger wire holder is displaced. ž
Have an electrician fix the loose electrical service drop cables porcelain messenger wire
holder or replace with porcelain messenger wire holder with adjustable double through
bolt type. — Standard
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2. The electrical service drop cables were installed too low above the roof. ž If more than
6’ of cables run across roof and more than 4’ from roof edge, the cables shall be 8’
above the flat roof or 3’ if installed diagonally above the roof with at least 4:12 pitch. —
Code
3. Tree branches rubbing against the service entrance cables. ž Electrical service drop
clearance shall be minimum 3’ away from tree branches. Contact the Power Company
for trimming of tree branches. — Safety issues
PANEL BOARD/ LOAD CENTER(S)
Service Main /Load center (s)
Location: North exterior
Service main/ Main breaker: 200 amperes
Age (approx.): 5 years old
Panel/Breaker brand: Cutler-Hammer
cold water pipe and grounding rod noted

Overcurrent protection: Breakers
Load center cap: 200 Amps
No. of 20-amps breakers: Adequate
Grounding: Grounding system connection to

Sub Panel(s)
Location: Garage
Panel capacity rating: 60 amperes
Panel/Breaker brand: FPE “Stab-Lok”

Overcurrent protection: Breakers
Age (approx.): 47 years old

GENERAL INFORMATION
A. As a rule of thumb, a typical house panel board capacity rating is about 0.065 to 0.075
ampere per foot2 of floor area or minimum 100 amperes and minimum of six branch circuits
(4-20 ampere and 2-15 ampere).
B. Life expectancies: Panel board –50 to 60 years
C. Effective January 1, 2002, NFPA 70, The National Electrical Code (NEC), Section 210-12,
requires that all branch circuits supplying 125V, single phase, 15- and 20-ampere outlets
installed in dwelling unit bedrooms be protected by an Arc Fault Circuit interrupter (AFCI).
The NEC 2008 revised code requires all dwelling unit family rooms, dining rooms, living
rooms, parlors, libraries, dens, bedrooms, sun rooms, recreation rooms, closets, hallways,
or similar rooms or areas shall be protected by a listed arc-fault circuit interrupter,
combination-type, installed to provide protection of the branch circuit.
OBSERVATIONS, COMMENTS & CATEGORIES:
1. The main panel board is in generally average condition for its age, and its capacity
rating of roughly about 200 amperes at 220/110 volts, single phase, 3-wire, with good
numbers of circuits for the house age, is adequate by present equipment set-up (4-ton
air conditioning system, pool pumps, garage door openers and other permanently
connected appliances rated in excess of 0.125 horsepower) and size of the house with
room additions.
2. The grounding conductor connection to the metal water piping located more than 5’
from the service entrance to the house. ž Interior metal water piping located more than
5’ from the point of entrance to the building shall not be used as part of the grounding
electrode system or as a conductor to interconnect the electrodes that are part of the
grounding electrode system. The bonding jumper shall be sized and installed
accordingly. — Code
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3. The 30-ampere breakers are too big to protect gauge #12 wires from overheating. ž
Conductor and overcurrent protection shall be sized accordingly– 15-amp at #14, 20amp at #12, 30-amp at #10, 40-amp at #8, etc… Aluminum wires shall be sized one
size larger than copper wiring requirement. Undersized wire can overheat and burn its
insulation and can cause fire. — Code
4. Not all branch circuit breakers are labeled properly. ž The panel board circuits shall be
legibly marked and identified of all its use or purpose on a circuit directory located on
the face or inside the door of the enclosure (example: outlets in living and family rooms;
lighting in kitchen and breakfast nook, etc…), and the marking shall have the durability
to withstand the environment involved. — Code
5. FPE “Stab-Lok” brand panel boards and circuit breakers that were installed before 1980
are sometimes defective or unpredictable are used in the house. ž The said panel
board shall be thoroughly evaluated by an electrical contractor. Each circuit breakers
and connections shall be tested with multimeter to ensure that they are functioning
properly– regular testing like this is necessary for this kind of panel board and breaker.
— Evaluation
6. No Arc Fault Circuit interrupter (AFCI) branch circuit breakers are provided for the
protection of power outlets in bedrooms. ž If the panel board was installed after
January 1, 2002, then the bedrooms outlets should be protected with AFCI– see
General Information above. ž AFCI's (Arc-Fault Circuit Interrupter) involve a technology
that detects arcing-faults in electrical circuits that could cause fires. By recognizing
characteristics unique to arcing and functioning to de-energize the circuit when an arcfault is detected. AFCI's further reduce the risk of fire beyond the scope of conventional
fuses and circuit breakers. See General Information above. — Code
Electrical wiring
Type of wiring: PVC insulated wiring (single strand THHN or THWN) in conduit / PVC
insulated NM (Romex) wiring
Kind of conductor: Copper
Age (approx.): 47 years old
GENERAL INFORMATION
A. Life expectancies: Romex (NM cable) PVC insulated, conduit (single strand THHN or THWN)–
75 to 100 years / cloth sheathed rubber insulated knob-and-tube copper, BX (armored) cloth
sheathed rubber insulated copper– 60 to 80 years / Panel board –50 to 60 years
B. Most NM cable for residential use did not have a grounding conductor until 1962.
OBSERVATIONS, COMMENTS & CATEGORIES:
1. NM cables (Romex) in roof space not properly supported ž Exposed NM cables
(Romex) smaller than two #6 or three #8 shall be run through bored holes or be run on
the surface of a ceiling joists or roof framing running board. NM cable shall not be run
over wall cover or outside face of a stud, joist, rafter or beam. ž The NM cables
(Romex) must be strapped or stapled not more than 12” from a box or fitting and
intervals between straps or staples must not exceed 4 ½’. — Code
2. NM cable was used as power supply wiring to the garbage disposer. ž Romex cables
shall not be used as flexible power supply cord for an appliance. ž Power Supply Cord
shall meet Underwriter Laboratories Inc. (UL) SPT-3 category for installation thickness
and moisture resistance. ž If permanent wiring is used, a branch circuit breaker or
switch located within sight of appliance or such devices in any location that are capable
of being locked in the open position shall be provided. — Code
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Power & Lighting
GENERAL INFORMATION
A. The receptacles in all habitable rooms and kitchen countertop in houses built before 1968
were not installed within 12’ and 4’ from each other respectively.
B. These are the locations in and around the home when GFCIs were first required:
1968 - Swimming Pool Underwater Lighting
1971 - Receptacles Near Swimming Pools
1973 - Outdoor Receptacles
1975 - Bathroom Receptacles
1978 - Garage Receptacles
1981 - Whirlpools and Tubs
1987 - Receptacles Near Kitchen Sinks
1990 - Receptacles in Unfinished Basements and Crawl Spaces
1993 - Receptacles Near Wet Bar Sinks
1996 - All Kitchen Counter-Top Receptacles
2005 - Receptacles Near Laundry and Utility Sinks
Note:
1. only representative number of installed lighting fixtures, switches, and outlets are inspected
OBSERVATIONS, COMMENTS & CATEGORIES:
1. The power receptacles, switches and fixtures appear functioning.
2. The polarity of power outlets at west wall living room is reversed. ž No grounded
conductor shall be attached to any terminal or lead so as to reverse the designated
polarity. Grounding a reversed polarity receptacle will cause the metal cabinets and
components of appliances to be electrically charged. An electrician will just simply
remove the white (neutral) and black (hot) wires and connect them to their properly
intended sides of the receptacle –black gets connected to the dark or copper-colored
screw and the white wire gets connected to the silver screw. — Code
3. The power receptacles located outdoors, within 20’ of swimming pool and in garage are
not GFCI protected. ž Any additions or upgrading made after the original construction
such as installing new panel boards or have replaced 50% of entire electrical wires, all
15 and 20 ampere 120-volt receptacles near water shall be provided with GFCI protection
device. ž GFCI is designed to prevent electrocution by interrupting the power in less
than 1/40 second if it senses problem as little as .005 amps, fast enough to prevent
injury to anyone – see General Information B above. — Code, Upgrading
4. The GFCI power receptacles in master’s bathroom are not functioning properly ž The
"GFCI" tester that is designed to overload the circuit was used to test the device. The
“GFCI” protection device should trip (open) whenever an imbalance (overload) in the
electrical current is initiated. “GFCI” may not trip if not wired correctly or if the device is
defective. — Standard
5. Some receptacle /switch faceplates in living room are missing. ž Faceplates shall be
installed to switches and receptacles so as to completely cover the opening and seat
against the finished surface and to guard energized parts of the receptacle against
accidental contact. Faceplates shall not protrude more than 1/8” from the finished wall.
— Code
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HEATING SYSTEM(S)
OUT OF SCOPE ISSUES AS PER ASHI®/InterNACHI STANDARDS OF PRACTICE:
1. the interiors of flues or chimneys which are not readily accessible.
2. the heat exchanger.
3. determine heat supply adequacy or distribution balance.
Note:
1. inspectors do not light pilot lamp and operate the gas valve or electric power supplysystem is tested by normal operating control only.
2. Inspectors cannot test the heating system when room temperature is over thermostat limit.
3. If the system remaining life is less than 2 years, it must be upgraded as per FHA standard.
GENERAL INFORMATION
A. Life expectancy of gas or electric furnace is about 20 to 30 years. Individual units or
components may vary and may last much longer up to 50% however, depending on the
quality of unit or component, how often they were used and how regularly they are checked
or serviced.
B. Annual maintenance and inspection of all furnaces are vital to the safety of consumers and
to the proper operation of their furnace. Aging furnaces, 20 years old and older, should
receive special annual care and attention to insure continued safe and efficient operation,
and to improve their life expectancy.
C. Adequacy: As a rule of thumb, a typical house in California may need up to 30–35 Btu per
square foot of enclosed area (12,000 Btu =1 ton =1 H.P.).
Location: Attic
Approx. Btu's Unit: 125,000 Btu
Age (approx.): 5 years old
Type: FAU (central)– Medium efficiency
Fuel type: Natural gas
Make: Carrier
Airduct type: Flexible spiral with fiberglass insulation
OBSERVATIONS, COMMENTS & CATEGORIES:
1. The heating system is in generally average condition for its age and appears
functioning.
2. No drip leg/sediment trap was provided at gas supply pipe of the furnace. ž Drip
leg/sediment trap is a necessity for natural gas appliances. This drip leg/sediment trap
will catch any condensation or debris that can damage integral parts of the appliance. A
drip leg/sediment trap shall be installed downstream of the equipment shutoff valve as
close to the inlet of the equipment as practical. — Standard
3. The air ducting system appears in generally good condition.
4. The furnace has inadequate hangers (plumber's tape) and not strapped to the ceiling
joists. ž The horizontal furnace may be suspended from the joists using 3/8" all-thread
rods with pieces of angle iron underneath the furnace to form a hanging rack at both
ends and the midpoint. The rods need to be of sufficient length to allow for proper
clearances from combustible materials. The angle iron needs to be at least 32" in length
to allow for access to service panels. ž Horizontal furnace where not rigidly attached to
the structure, lateral bracing must be provided, typically straps running at a 45° angle
from each corner of the unit to rigid framing members and tight enough to prevent
horizontal movement. Concerns about vibration must be addressed with isolation
devices, not by omitting required supports. The rafters or trusses must also be designed
to handle the additional weight of the equipment. — Standard
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COOLING SYSTEM(S)
OUT OF SCOPE ISSUES AS PER ASHI®/InterNACHI STANDARDS OF PRACTICE:
1. inspect electronic air filters.
2. inspect condensate pump.
3. determine cooling supply adequacy or distribution balance.
4. disturb insulation or condensation barriers.
5. The SEER (Seasonal Energy Efficiency Ratio) value not verified.
6. inspect window systems.
7. inspect the evaporative cooler interior components.
8. the system installed 2-stories and higher or roof maintained by the HOA.
Note:
1. inspectors do not operate electric power supply or safety switches - system is tested by
normal operating control only.
2. Inspectors do not test the cooling system when outside temperature is below 65 ºF to
prevent damage to the compressor.
3. If the system remaining life is less than 2 years, it must be upgraded as per FHA standard.
GENERAL INFORMATION
A. Life expectancy of refrigerant type cooling system: 10 to 15 years. Individual units or
components may vary and may last much longer up to 50% however, depending on the
quality of unit or component, how often they were used and how regularly they are checked
or serviced.
B. Annual maintenance and inspection of all airconditioners 10 years and older are vital to
their proper and efficient operation and to improve their life expectancy.
C. As a rule of thumb, a typical house in a typical U.S. climate may need 17 to 22 Btu
(0.00142 to 0.00183 Tons) per square foot of enclosed area (one ton=12,000 Btu)
depending on house insulation.
D. The U.S. Department of Energy mandated the minimum efficiency SEER (Seasonal Energy
Efficiency Ratio) to 13 SEER as of January 23, 2006. This applies to all new equipment
manufactured on or after January 23, 2006. You may continue to use your current system
indefinitely, but when it's time to replace your system, only 13 SEER or higher models will
be available.
Condenser location: East exterior
Age (approx.): 5 years old
Type: Split
Make: Carrier

Cooling coil location: at furnace
Fuel: Electric-refrigerant type air-condition
Capacity (approx.): 4 Tons
Airduct type: Flexible spiral with fiberglass

OBSERVATIONS, COMMENTS & CATEGORIES:
1. The cooling system is in generally average condition for its age and appears
functioning.
2. Indication of leaking refrigerant gas and leaking cooling coil condensate pan at west
side condenser unit. ž Further evaluation and repair by an HVAC contractor is
recommended. — Evaluation, Priority
3. The condenser unit is not strapped or anchored to the platform. ž Any appliances
designed to be fixed in position shall be fastened or anchored in an approved manner to
prevent displacement in an event of earthquake. — Code
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4. The condenser unit platform not elevated at least 3” above the adjoining ground or
pavement. ž Condensers that are supported from the ground shall be level and firmly
supported on concrete slab or other approved material to minimize vibration and noise
transmission and shall be extended 3” minimum above the adjoining ground or
pavement to protect from corrosion and the deleterious effects of standing water. The
support shall have at least the same size as the base of the condenser. — Code
5. The cooling coil primary and overflow condensate drain pipes were not provided with
trap and vent. ž The primary and overflow condensate drain pipes shall be provided
with “P” trap to prevent air from escaping through the vent. The trap shall be installed at
upstream of the vent by at least twice the pipe diameter. ž The main, overflow and
auxiliary condensate drain pipes shall be vented to maintain neutral air pressure in the
drains, allowing flow of water by gravity. Every dry vent shall rise vertically to a minimum
of 6” above the flood level rim of the condensate pan being vented to prevent overflow.
The water won't flow well if it's held back by low pressure or a vacuum in the pipe
behind it. Vents also allow air to be drawn into drain pipes to break a siphon. — Standard
6. No cooling coil auxiliary pan with drainpipe was provided. ž A secondary drain or
auxiliary drain pan with ¾” drain pipe discharge to a conspicuous point of disposal to
alert occupants shall be required for each cooling or evaporator coil where damage to
any building components will occur as a result of overflow from the equipment drain pan
or stoppage in the condensate drain piping. A water level detector device shall be
provided if the auxiliary pan is not provided with separate drain line that will shut-off the
equipment prior to the overflow of pan. The auxiliary pan shall be hanged below the
cooling coil with 2% slope towards the drain. — Standard
INTERIOR
OUT OF SCOPE ISSUES AS PER ASHI®/InterNACHI STANDARDS OF PRACTICE:
1. the paint, wallpaper, and other finish treatments.
2. the floor coverings such as carpet, hardwood, tiles, linoleum and other materials.
3. the window treatments such as curtains and blinds.
4. the windows security bar quick release mechanism are not tested.
5. the inaccessible walls, floors (concrete slab and wooden subfloor) and ceilings.
6. determine the weathertightness of windows and doors.
7. the central vacuum systems.
8. recreational facilities.
9. the household movable appliances such as refrigerator, and etc.
Note:
1. only representative number of installed doors, windows and cabinets are inspected.
2. windows are not fully opened when testing.
3. door locksets with keyed entry are not tested.
4. only representative number of installed lighting fixtures, switches, and outlets are inspected
GENERAL INFORMATION
A. Homes built as recently as 1978 may also contain lead paint. Only EPA-HUD certified RRP
(renovation, repair, and painting) licensed contractor can do any interior work disturbing
more than 6 ft2 per room (2 ft2 with Federal housing assistance) in the building built prior to
1978, unless otherwise the owner who lives in the house can do it by him/her self if the
agencies protocols are strictly followed. See Environmental Issues below or visit
Envirohazard Solutions.com.
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B. Houses built before 1978 with may contain asbestos. Furnace duct insulation and paper
tape, resilient floor tiles and adhesives, cement sheet and millboard around furnaces and
wood burning stoves, door gaskets in furnaces, wood stoves, and coal stoves, acoustic
sprayed on walls and ceilings, patching and joint compounds for walls and ceilings,
textured paints and artificial ashes and embers in gas-fired fireplaces are examples that
maybe found inside of a house. If the asbestos material is not loose, damaged or wet and
will not be disturbed, just do nothing. If there is a problem, the asbestos material should be
repaired or removed by certified asbestos professionals. See Environmental Issues below.
See Environmental Issues below or visit Envirohazard Solutions.com.
C. Typically, double-hung, casement, jalousie, hinged and old sliding windows have no effective
weather-stripping and glazing putties or sealant that could prevent water and air leakage.
D. Existing glass in every sliding glass panel of sliding-type doors, other than wardrobe doors,
bathroom shower doors and French-type wooden doors in residential and commercial
buildings sold in the City of Los Angeles shall be impact hazard glazing or an approved film
may be installed on the glass effective May 24, 1986.
E. Walls and ceilings have tendency to crack which is acceptable. Two primary reasons for
drywall cracks are poor taping and stress. Cracks may develop when drywall tape does not
adhere to the drywall properly due to lack of joint compound between the tape and the
drywall surface. Cracks can occur in drywall when stress is transferred to the drywall from
various external sources. Various external sources are ground movement, foundation
settlement, frame/structure movement, shear paneling, offset framing, water penetration,
and lumber moisture content.
ACCESSIBILITY: 50% occupied – Inspector do not move personal property, furniture or equipment.
Floors:
Make: Wood assembly, Concrete

Cover (majority): Carpet, Tiles

OBSERVATIONS, COMMENTS & CATEGORIES:
1. Squeaking floor due to typical loosening of subfloor fasteners or wood deformations. ž
A squeak-proof floor cannot be guaranteed due to seasonal weather conditions that
cause the frame to expand and contract. A wood sub-floor can squeak as a result of an
underlying joist and fasteners coming loose. A thermal expansion of sub flooring can
cause them to buckle and pull away from the floor joists. Installing screws into the wood
floor joist through the sub flooring will generally eliminate a floor squeak. — Minor
Walls:
Make: Plaster
OBSERVATIONS, COMMENTS & CATEGORIES:
1. Minor cracks on walls maybe due to normal expansion and contraction or shrinkage of
wood framing, deformation or hinging effect within the rough framing of the structure,
and stress transfer of offsetted vertical diaphragm noted. ž Treat each crack like a
drywall joint. Drywall paper tape provides the strength to bridge the crack and keep it
from reopening. Apply adhesive mesh tape over the crack or joint, apply thin coat of
drywall compound over the tape with taping knife, recoat if necessary, sand to smooth,
and finish with texture, paint primer and top coats. — Minor
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2. Microbial growth in the bathroom due to high humidity and condensation ž Window or
exhaust vent shall be opened /turned on every time hot water is used for proper air
exchange to remove humid air and dry condensation in the bathroom. Poor air
circulation can lead to microbial damage, musty odors and insect infestations. ž Scrub
mold thoroughly with ¼ cup bleach to ¼ quart of water, wipe with borate-based
detergent solution and lastly apply with mold and mildew resistant paint products. —
Evaluation
Ceilings:
Make: Plaster

Finish (majority): Acoustic spray/ textured paint

OBSERVATIONS, COMMENTS & CATEGORIES:
1. Acoustic spray ceiling finish has no damage noted– see General Information B above
and Environmental Issues below. ž In the event the acoustic spray ceiling finish is
damaged or loosen, it should be tested for asbestos or assumed to be asbestos
containing material (ACM) and removed by licensed and certified asbestos abatement
Company. See Environmental Issues below. — Monitor, Evaluation
2. Notable cracks on acoustic-spray finished ceilings maybe due to deformation of wood
framing, stress transfer as horizontal diaphragm or offsetted vertical diaphragm noted.
ž Acoustic-spray finished ceiling cracks cannot be repaired with drywall tape. The
easiest way to repair the cracks is by using paintable latex sealant. Fill the cracks with
sealant, and finish with texture, paint primer and top coats. — Minor
Exterior doors:
Make: Aluminum, Wood

Type: Sliding, Hinged

OBSERVATIONS, COMMENTS & CATEGORIES:
1. Exterior door are in generally average condition for its age and appear functioning.
2. The wooden door in the master’s bedroom is not an exterior type with visible weather
damage. ž Doors exposed to the weather shall be of approve exterior type of doors─
metal or plastic clad engineered wood, solid type and metal. — Standard
3. The sliding door is not functioning properly possibly due to oxidation, worn-out or
improperly adjusted rollers or hardened dirt. ž The doors should open and close
without having to exert undue pressure or force by an adult of average strength with its
latch and screen door operate in similar manner. The sliding door that rubs against its
floor track could only be worn-out or improperly raised rollers or damaged track. Try
adjusting the rollers to raise the door by turning the wheel-height adjustment screws
located in the end of the bottom rail. — Minor
Interior doors:
Make: Wood

Type: Hinged, Pocket

OBSERVATIONS, COMMENTS & CATEGORIES:
1. Interior doors are in generally average condition for its age and appear functioning.
2. The bedroom doors not provided with proper clearance from the finished flooring. ž
The doors in confined area with central airconditioning system shall be provided with ¾”
to 1 inch clearance from carpeted floor and ½” clearance from non carpeted floor,
necessary to provide good air circulation when conditioned and prevent accumulation of
moisture. — Standard
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Windows:
Make: Wood

Type: Double hung, Sliding

OBSERVATIONS, COMMENTS & CATEGORIES:
1. Wooden windows have draft and water intrusion problems due to old design standard
and damaged/missing glazing putties. ž Rehabilitate the windows by installing new
weatherstripping and replace the old glazing putties with beveled wood or plastic strips
loaded with silicone sealant. — Upgrading
2. Many of the double hung wooden windows have deteriorated sashes and jamb, loose
glazing putty, broken sash cord, damaged or missing screen, and painted shut. The
window in dining room has cracked glass pane. ž Rehabilitate the double hung
windows so that they are functioning properly. If rehabilitation of wooden windows will
cost more than 20% of the cost of new windows, replacement is better option to
consider. — Upgrading
Fixed glazing:
OBSERVATIONS, COMMENTS & CATEGORIES:
1. Fixed panels with unsafe type of glazing noted. ž Glazing at hazardous locations such
as vertical edge glazing within 24” of door arc, exposed area of pane greater that 9 sq.
feet, bottom edge less than 18” above floor, top edge greater than 36” above floor or
ground, and within 36” of walking surface, shall be tempered glass or an approved film
shall be installed. — Code
Closets and Cabinets:
OBSERVATIONS, COMMENTS & CATEGORIES:
1. The clothes closets doors are off-tracked or improperly functioning in east bedroom. ž
The doors should open and close without having to exert undue pressure or force by an
adult of average strength. The sliding door that rubs against its floor track could only be
worn-out or improperly raised rollers or damaged floor track. Try adjusting the rollers to
raise the door by turning the wheel-height adjustment screws located in the end of the
bottom rail. — Minor
STAIRWAY(S) & GUARD RAIL(S)
OBSERVATIONS, COMMENTS & CATEGORIES:
1. Opening between intermediate rails more than 4” wide that appears to be a
grandfathered-code-conforming-use noted. ž Intermediate rails or ornamental closures
at guard rails shall not allow passage of an object 4” or more in diameter. — Code,
Upgrading
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LIFE SAFETY / FIRE PROTECTION
OUT OF SCOPE ISSUES AS PER ASHI®/InterNACHI STANDARDS OF PRACTICE:
1. determine if the smoke detector is hard-wired with battery back-up or solely battery only.
2. determine if the sprinkler system is wet or dry pipe system.
3. test the smoke detector located above 8’.
4. test the automatic sprinkler system.
GENERAL INFORMATION
A. California law requires that every single-family dwelling and factory-built housing with
alterations, repairs, or additions, exceeding one thousand dollars ($1,000) shall have
operable smoke detectors that are approved and listed by the State Fire Marshal and
installed in accordance with the State Fire Marshal's regulation starting January, 1987.
Smoke detectors shall be provided in each existing room used for sleeping purposes and in
existing corridor or area giving access to these rooms. Where a dwelling unit has more than
one story or where a dwelling units has a basement, a detector shall be installed on each
story or basement. Smoke detectors may be battery operated in Single Family Dwellings
only.
B. Smoke detectors may be solely battery operated if the dwelling was built or remodeled
before August 14, 1992.
C. Smoke detectors must be hard-wired with battery backup if the dwelling was newly built or
remodeled on or after August 14, 1992.
D. Smoke detectors shall be hard wired and be equipped with a battery back-up effective Aug
1, 1980 (Hard wired detectors installed prior to May 11, 1999 DO NOT require battery
backup) in two-family dwellings, condominiums and apartments.
E. California law requires that carbon monoxide detector shall be installed in all single family
homes with a gas, oil or coal-burning appliance, a gas or wood burning fireplace, and
attached garage starting July 1, 2011. Multi-family homes have until Jan. 1, 2013. Alarms
may be hardwired with battery backup, plug-in with battery backup or battery operated.
Combination smoke and carbon monoxide alarms are also acceptable as long as they meet
ANSI/UL 2034 and 217 standards.
OBSERVATIONS, COMMENTS & CATEGORIES:
1. No smoke detectors are installed in the bedrooms noted. ž An approved smoke
detector shall be installed in required areas within 10’ of bedroom doors to detect smoke
and issues an alarm of minimum 85 dBA to alert nearby people of potential fire ─ see
General Information above. — Retrofit, Code
2. No approved carbon monoxide detectors are installed in the corridor/hallway leading to
the bedrooms and attached garage. Cooking range and oven, clothes dryer, and
fireplace are the gas/wood burning appliances inside of the house. ž Carbon monoxide
detectors shall be located one per each level of the home centrally located outside of
each separate sleeping area in the immediate vicinity of the bedrooms and attached
garage, located at least 6 inches from all exterior walls, within 12” from the ceiling and
at least 3 feet from supply or return vents. — Code
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LAUNDRY
Location: Second floor

Dryer hook-up: Gas

OUT OF SCOPE ISSUES AS PER ASHI®/InterNACHI STANDARDS OF PRACTICE:
1. operate water and gas supply shut-off valves.
2. the drain flow at stand pipe.
3. the clothes washing and drying machines and their related accessories.
OBSERVATIONS, COMMENTS & CATEGORIES:
1. The dryer main ventilation duct in underfloor space is made of flexible spiral with
aluminum foil. ž The dryer vents shall be constructed of rigid metal ducts, having
smooth interior surfaces with joints running in the direction of air flow. The maximum
length of a 4” Ø exhaust vent shall not exceed 25’ from the dryer to wall or roof
termination. Flexible spiral duct may be used as connector between the dryer and main
duct but shall not be bent across sharp corners and the radius of the center line shall
not be less than on duct diameter. — Code
2. The washer in second floor not provided with overflow pan and drainage system. ž A 2”
deep x 32” x 34” overflow pan with minimum ¾” Ø drainpipe shall be provided to a
washer where damage to any building components will occur as a result of overflow
from the washer or stoppage in drain piping. ž Standard
KITCHEN
Range and oven hook-up: Gas
OUT OF SCOPE ISSUES AS PER ASHI®/InterNACHI STANDARDS OF PRACTICE:
1. the inaccessible water, gas, and electrical appliances connections.
2. the walls and floor behind the appliances and cabinets.
3. operate water and gas supply shut-off valves.
4. Plug in and test unplugged appliances.
Note:
1. only representative number of installed cabinets drawers/doors are inspected.
2. Inspectors do not light pilot lamps.
GENERAL INFORMATION
A. Individual appliances life expectancies may vary and may last much longer up to 50%
however, depending on the quality of unit or component, how often they were used and
how regularly they are checked or serviced.
B. Standard gas range width are 24”, 30” and 32” and standard refrigerator width and height
are 32” x 70” and 36” x 70”.
OBSERVATIONS, COMMENTS & CATEGORIES:
1. Improper sink drainpipe tail piece (corrugated). ž Sink drain pipe extensions shall be of
standard design, shall have smooth uniform internal waterways, shall be self-cleaning
and shall not have interior partitions or corrugation except where integral with the
fixture. Drain pipe extensions shall be constructed of lead, cast iron, cast or drawn brass
or approved plastic and shall be not less than No. 20 gage thickness. — Standard
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2. Leaking sink drainpipe slip joints. ž Leaking drainpipe slip joint is caused by deformed
pipes, cheap rubber or plastic washers, inadequate pipe extension past the washer,
improper alignment of pipe to the adapter or loose lock nut. — Priority
3. The clearance between microwave plastic or wooden cabinet from the gas burner is 21”
only. Most of the houses have similar problems because of the disagreement between
architectural principle (functional and aesthetic) and building codes (safety and general
welfare). ž A clearance of at least 24” shall be maintained between the cooking surface
and the combustible material or cabinet but not more than 67” above the floor. If
clearance between cooking surface and overhead combustible material cannot be
maintained, protect the underside of the cabinets above the cooktop with not less than
1/4″ insulating millboard covered with sheet metal not less than 0.0122″ thick. — Code
4. The dishwasher drainhose is directly connected to the garbage disposer. ž No
domestic dishwasher machine shall be directly connected to a drainage system or food
waste disposer without the use of an approved dishwasher air-gap fitting on the
discharge side of the dishwashing machine. Listed airgaps shall be installed above the
flood level of the sink or drainboard, whichever is higher, connected to the Dishwasher
with minimum ½” I.D. and maximum of 12’ long. The water won't flow well if it's held
back by low pressure or a vacuum in the drainhose behind it. Airgap also allow air to be
drawn into drainhose to break a siphon or prevents sewage from flowing back into the
dishwasher. — Code
BATHROOM(S)
OUT OF SCOPE ISSUES AS PER ASHI®/InterNACHI STANDARDS OF PRACTICE:
1. operate water supply shut-off valves.
2. determine the watertightness of shower walls and floors.
GENERAL INFORMATION
A. The City of Los Angeles has passed an ordinance on June 1998 requiring high efficiency
water fixtures on any commercial or residential building sold.
OBSERVATIONS, COMMENTS & CATEGORIES:
1. The water closet (toilet) is loose or wobbly in master's bathroom. ž The cause of loose
water closet (toilet) could be due to damaged flange, the flat headed T-bolt does not
engage properly with flange slots or the T-bolt is short, or the subfloor is badly
damaged. After repairing the cause of looseness, replace the existing wax seal with the
one with adequate thickness to prevent leak. ž Evaluation, Standard
2. The water closet (toilet) is continuously running or filling water in ¾ bathroom. ž The
cause of continuously running or filling water could be due to warped flapper, or the float
ball lever arm and valve needs adjustment. — Evaluation, Standard
WET BAR SINK(S)
OBSERVATIONS, COMMENTS & CATEGORIES:
1. Leaking sink faucet mixing valve. ž The mixing valve washer may be split, cracked or
worn, or worn valve seat or screw fastening, or the valve insert may have cracked due
to excess twisting pressure. Faucet handles may also leak from improper adjusting-ring
tension or worn cam gaskets. Dripping faucets are usually caused by worn springloaded, rubber seat assemblies. Most leaky faucets were found to have worn discs,
cartridges or seat washers. — Evaluation, Minor
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EXHAUST VENT(S) / INDOOR AIR QUALITY
OUT OF SCOPE ISSUES AS PER ASHI®/InterNACHI STANDARDS OF PRACTICE:
1. determine indoor air quality (IAQ).
2. thermostatically controlled roof space exhaust fan not tested.
NOTE: This inspection does not include Indoor Air Quality (IAQ) inspections. Contact Ace
Building Inspectors or EnviroHazard Solutions for IAQ inspections and testing
GENERAL INFORMATION
A. There are many sources of indoor air pollution in any home. These include combustion
sources such as oil, gas, kerosene, coal, wood, and tobacco products; building materials
and furnishings as diverse as deteriorated, asbestos-containing insulation, wet or damp
carpet, and cabinetry or furniture made of certain pressed wood products; products for
household cleaning and maintenance, personal care, or hobbies; central heating and
cooling systems and humidification devices; and outdoor sources such as radon,
pesticides, and outdoor air pollution.
B. A proper air exchange rate is vital for maintaining healthy indoor air. Homes on night
cooling shall have 10-18 effective air exchanges (the rate at which outdoor air replaces
indoor air) per hour. Air exchange rate is managed through natural (windows or walls)
and/or mechanical ventilation.
C. Exhaust ventilation systems work by depressurizing the building. By reducing the inside air
pressure below the outdoor air pressure, they extract indoor air from a house while makeup air infiltrates through leaks in the building shell and through intentional, passive vents.
Adjustable, passive vents through windows or walls can be installed in other rooms to
introduce fresh air to balance the negative indoor pressure against outdoor air pressure.
Negative air pressure inside of the house can cause back drafting of combustion
appliances (carbon monoxide); mold, mildew and moisture as well as condensation; lack of
fresh air, a musty smell, lingering odors around the house; stagnant, stale, heavy, air
causing high humidity and condensation; and rush of air or draft when opening an exterior
door.
OBSERVATIONS, COMMENTS & CATEGORIES:
1. Bathroom, laundry and kitchen ventilation system (passive and mechanical) are in
generally average condition and appear functioning.
2. Recirculating type of kitchen rangehood. ž The range hood in multi-family dwellings are
most often not vented outdoors. Recirculating type of rangehood can be used–steam
and odor is recirculated through a carbon filter and back into the room. The carbon filter
must be changed regularly for it to be effective. ž Kitchen range hood or exhaust fan is
necessary to convey the moisture or steam, odor, heat, smoke, hazardous gases, and
grease to the outdoors–shall not terminate in an attic or crawl space or areas inside the
building. However an approved recirculation type of rangehood can be used –steam
and odor is recirculated through a carbon filter and back into the room. The carbon filter
must be changed regularly for it to be effective. — Code
3. Whole house exhaust vent appears functioning. ž When using a whole house exhaust
vent, crack open the windows and do not use it more than 15 minutes to prevent
negative air pressure inside of the house. Please see General Information C above. —
Standard
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4. Abnormally noisy exhaust vent in full bathroom. ž Noise levels shall not exceed 25 dB
(decibels) and noise levels in other rooms shall not exceed 40 dB. Try cleaning the fan
assembly and lubricating the exhaust fan bearing with WD40. If noise persists, replace
with higher quality low noise type of exhaust vent. — Minor, Standard
WOOD DESTROYING PESTS ISSUES
OUT OF SCOPE ISSUES AS PER ASHI®/InterNACHI STANDARDS OF PRACTICE:
1. provide wood destroying organisms or pests service.
2. probing a representative number of structural components when probing would damage
any finished surface or where no deterioration is visible.
GENERAL INFORMATION
A. Section 1 in Termite Inspection Report contains items where visible evidence of active
infestation of wood destroying insects or infection (wood decay fungi) were found. Damage
is defined as a wood member which has been structurally weakened to a point that it no
longer performs its intended function. If the damage exists at a visible portion of the interior
or exterior it must be repaired or replaced as it is cosmetically compromised. Only
damaged portions of wood members must be repaired or replaced if the wood member
does not bear structural loads. Structural members must be repaired in a manner as to
retain the structural integrity. The correction must be related to an active infestation or
infection to be categorized as a section one item.
B. Section 2 in Termite Inspection Report contains items where a condition exists that is
"deemed likely" to lead to infestation or infection. This includes, but not limited to, plumbing
leaks, excessive moisture conditions, wood to ground contact, roof leaks and shower leaks.
Damage caused by leakage or some other moisture condition is a section two item unless
infestation or infection is present.
C. Wood-inhabiting fungi can be divided into two major groups, and they are wood-decaying
fungi (wood-rotting fungi) and staining fungi (sapstaining fungi, molds). Wood decay fungi
can be grouped into three major categories: brown rot, white rot, and soft rot. Stain fungi
are usually visible as a discoloration of the wood, often bluish, and are of little importance
as destroyers of wood.
OBSERVATIONS, COMMENTS & CATEGORIES:
1. Some wood-decaying fungi and staining fungi or termite damages at roof eaves, fascia
and rake boards, wood siding and trims, window and door trims, in underfloor space
assembly most notably under the bathrooms, kitchen and laundry floors and beam or sill
plate that sits on concrete foundations, and in garage are noted. ž Have a qualified
contractor repair the fungi (wood rotting or staining kind) or termite damages including
the source of water intrusions; and/or refer to termite and wood destroying insects and
pests inspection report ─ see General Information A & B above. — Evaluation, Inquiry
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INSULATIONS
OUT OF SCOPE ISSUES AS PER ASHI®/InterNACHI STANDARDS OF PRACTICE:
1. disturb insulation or vapor retarders.
2. inaccessible areas such as wall cavities.
3. Recessed light fixture rating is not determined.
GENERAL INFORMATION
A. House insulation began in the 1950’s and came into general use in the US during the
1970s. Insulation gained significant national attention as a cheap and available technology
to increase the energy efficiency of homes. In 1977, following a particularly severe winter, a
tax credit was given for homeowners who installed insulation. Code requires insulation to
exterior walls, ceiling and floor approximately after 1977.
B. Roof space insulations shall be separated a minimum of 3” from recessed lighting fixtures,
fan motors and other heat-producing devices and 2” from metal flues and masonry
chimneys, except when heat-producing devices are listed for lesser clearances.
Type: loose fill insulation (cellulose)
Coverage: 75% coverage

Thickness: 4-5 inches (satisfactory R-value)

OBSERVATIONS, COMMENTS & CATEGORIES:
1. Roof space insulations is inadequate by today’s standard. ž R-30 (8" thick) Batt
insulation with vapor retarder shall be installed in between joists over the conditioned
living areas with the air/vapor barrier facing the warm side during winter or the interior of
the house, minimize heat loss and control condensation. When adding insulation with
vapor retarder, the existing loose insulations shall be removed first to prevent trapping
the condensation. Conditioned living areas with poor or without insulation can lead to
mold or moisture damage, musty odors in the living area, buckled roof, high humidity in
the living area, insect infestations, rot in wooden framing members, and condensation of
ducts or pipes. — Standard
2. No vapor retarder is noted installed between the insulation and ceiling board. ž Vapor
retarder is suggested, though not required if the roof space is well ventilated, when the
house is air conditioned to control condensation. — Standard
3. Some recessed light fixtures were installed without proper clearance from insulations. ž
A recessed fixture can be covered with insulation as long as it is UL rated (IC, IP or
ICAT). To be safe, if the recessed light fixtures cannot be identified for contact with
insulation, all recessed parts shall be spaced at least 3” from combustible materials. —
Standard
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SWIMMING POOL / SPA
OUT OF SCOPE ISSUES:
1. water quality.
2. pool/spa walls and underground circulation system.
3. operate water circulation control valves.
4. solar water heating systems.
5. equipments are not tested when the pool/spa in not filled with water at full level.
Note:
1. inspectors do not light pilot lamps.
2. filters are not opened for inspection.
GENERAL INFORMATION
A. Life expectancy of pool/spa pumps is 10 to 12 years. Individual units or components may
vary and may last much longer up to 50% however, depending on the quality of unit or
component, how often they were used and how regularly they are checked or serviced.
B. Prior to repairing, modifying, or changing any pump, heater, and/or recirculation equipment,
or before beginning and type of remodeling of the pool or spa, contact your local
Environmental Health office for your area or call (909) 358-5172, to make sure these
changes meet current codes and requirements.
C. Rule of thumb is that if you're routinely adding more than two inches of water to your pool
per week, you may have a leak. Place a bucket of water beside the pool and mark both the
water in the bucket and the pool water level. Wait 24 hours then check the loss of both. If
the pool loses more water than the bucket, then you have a leak.
Type: Below-ground

Make: Poured concrete or shotcrete

OBSERVATIONS, COMMENTS & CATEGORIES:
1. Cracking and scaling, crazing or checking of pool/spa plaster. ž Pool plaster has small
cracks known as crazing or checking, the tiny, barely visible cracks are usually caused
by extreme temperature variations, especially during initial curing. These are not
actually cracks, and pose no structural hazard or danger of leaking. Acid washing a pool
could remove the crazed layer. Larger cracks should be cut out in a butterfly or dovetail
fashion with a 4" or 7" grinder, and filled with a plaster patch mix or a flexible sealant
can be used where further movement is suspected. ž Keep your calcium hardness
levels between 200-400 ppm. A level that is above this may find it easy to precipitate
out of solution. This is known as a scaling condition. Conversely, water with low levels
of hardness will produce an aggressive condition. In aggressive conditions (soft water),
the water may take the calcium it wants directly out of your white coat, resulting in pool
plaster breakdown and bond failure. — Monitor
2. Pump motors, water heater, and blower not provided with body grounding. ž Metal
parts of electrical equipment associated with the pool water circulating system including
pump motors and metal parts of equipment associated with pool covers, and all metallic
parts of the pool structure including steel reinforcement of pool shell, coping stones and
deck shall be bonded with solid copper conductor, insulated, covered or bare, not
smaller than No. 8. — Code
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3. Pool/spa pump motors and heater not properly anchored or strapped to the concrete
platform. ž Equipment designed to be fixed in position shall be fastened or anchored in
an approved manner. — Standard
4. The timer box is over crowded with electrical wirings and splices. ž Overcrowded box
can overheat, cause insulation melt, and potentially cause a fire because when too
many wires are inside an electrical box, there is not much, if any, air circulation to help
cool the wiring. Electrical boxes shall not be filled with wires more than 40% of its
volume. ž Standard
5. Underwater light fixtures appear not working with visible water intrusion inside of lens.
ž The pool light fixture is gasket sealed to prevent water from reaching the bulb behind
the lens, however water surrounds the entire fixture, to prevent it from overheating. The
fixture sits inside of a "bucket" turned on its side, towards the pool, called the light niche.
If a line of water is noticed in the lens, the fixture should be removed and allow to dry
out and the gasket be replaced accordingly. — Evaluation
6. Improper underwater drain cover. ž Pool main drain shall be provided with antientrapment drain cover. — Standard
7. The pool equipment not provided with safety enclosure. ž The pool equipment shall be
provided with safety enclosure that can be locked to prevent children or unfamiliar
persons away from getting injured. — Standard
8. An outdoor swimming pool, including an in-ground, aboveground, or on-ground pool,
hot-tub or spa not provided with 48” high non climbable barrier, and gates with selfclosing and latching device. ž An outdoor swimming pool, including an in-ground,
aboveground, or on-ground pool, hot-tub or spa not provided with 48” high non
climbable barrier, and gates with self-closing and latching device. Where the wall of the
dwelling serves as part of the barrier, all doors with access to the pool through the wall
shall be equipped with an alarm which produces an audible warning when the door and
its screen are opened. Gates and doors shall open outward, away from the pool. —
Code
ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES
NOTE: This inspection does not include mold, asbestos, leaded paint and radon gas. Contact
Ace Building Inspectors for Mold, Asbestos, Lead, Radon and IAQ inspections and testing or
visit EnviroHazard Solutions for more information at http://www.envirohazardsolutions.com
Mold – Molds produce allergens (substances that can cause allergic reactions), irritants, and
in some cases, potentially toxic substances (mycotoxins). Allergic responses include hay fevertype symptoms, such as sneezing, runny nose, red eyes, and skin rash (dermatitis). Molds can
also cause asthma attacks in people with asthma who are allergic to mold. In addition, mold
exposure can irritate the eyes, skin, nose, throat, and lungs of both mold-allergic and nonallergic people.
Purpose of mold inspection and remediation:
Mold inspection is to detect the presence of suspected mold growth in the inspected
areas of the subject property. The mold inspection Report communicates the information to the
client that describes the suspected microbial growth along with property conditions that could
contribute to microbial growth. Additionally, the report may include the results of laboratory
testing on suspected mold samples taken from the structure during the inspection.
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Mold remediation is to remove the mold and its contaminated substrate and to prevent
the mold from recurring. Remediation also includes fixing the cause of water problem, drying
the excess moisture (below 28%) and cleaning the area. Temperature must not be between
40°F to 100°F and relative humidity above 50% to prevent molds from growing. In many cases,
mold intrusion is caused by defective materials, design, or installation.
Asbestos – Houses built before 1978 may contain asbestos. Exposure to airborne friable
asbestos may result in a potential health risk because persons breathing the air may breathe in
asbestos fibers. Continued exposure can increase the amount of fibers that remain in the lung.
Fibers embedded in lung tissue over time may cause serious lung diseases including
asbestosis, lung cancer, or mesothelioma.
Purpose of asbestos inspection/assessment and abatement or interim control:
Asbestos inspection/assessment is to identify the asbestos containing materials (ACM)
so as to reduce the exposure of the occupants and to determine whether or not asbestos is
present, and if so, in what form and concentration. This involves inspecting for friable
materials, and analyzing samples of material for asbestos, and to identify the type and location
of ACM. If the presence of asbestos in the friable materials is confirmed and more than 1
percent by weight, then abatement will be necessary.
The purpose of asbestos abatement or interim control is to safely reduce asbestos
containing materials (ACM) hazards in the building. Abatement can be made by enclosing
ACM with flexible wall covering, paneling or gypsum board, or by removing the ACM and
replacing it with new material. Interim control can be made by encapsulating the ACM with a
special coating to solidify loose fibers in order to prevent contamination of indoor air.
Leaded Paint – Houses built before 1978 may contain heavily leaded paint (before 1940–
87%, 1940 to 1960– 69%, 1960 to 1978 – 24%). If not detected early, children with high levels
of lead in their bodies can suffer from damage to the brain and nervous system, behavior and
learning problems, such as hyperactivity, slowed growth, hearing problems, and headaches.
Adults can suffer from reproductive problems (in both men and women), high blood pressure
and hypertension, nerve disorders, memory and concentration problems, and muscle and joint
pain.
Purpose of lead-based paint inspection, risk assessment, lead hazard screen,
abatement or interim control:
Lead-based paint inspection is to measure the concentration of lead in paint on
surface-by-surface basis, identify the presence of lead-based paint in all components, and
allow the owner to avoid treating paint that is not lead-based. Lead-based paint inspection can
be applied to abatement, renovation work, weatherization, sale/purchase of property, and
remodeling or repainting. Risk assessment is to measure the level of lead in dust, soil and
deteriorated paint, identify the location and nature lf all lead-based paint hazards (primary
prevention), and allow the owner to treat all hazards present. Risk assessment can be applied
to interim control, building that is to be demolished in the near future, sale/purchase of
property, and insurance (documentation of lead-safe status). Lead hazard screen is a cost
effective alternative for owners of properties in good condition.
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The purpose of lead paint abatement or interim control is to safely reduce lead paint
hazards. Abatement can be made by enclosing lead paint with flexible wall covering, paneling
or gypsum board, by removing the paint, or by removal of the object or component and
replacing it with new material. Interim control can be made by encapsulating the lead paint
with a special coating.
Radon gas – About 10% of houses tested in Los Angeles have high indoor radon levels. EPA
estimates that about 20,000 lung cancer deaths each year in the U.S. are radonrelated. Radon is an odorless, tasteless and invisible gas produced by the decay of naturally
occurring uranium in soil and water. Radon is a form of ionizing radiation and a proven
carcinogen. Lung cancer is the only known effect on human health from exposure to radon in
air. For more information about radon levels in California, visit EnviroHazard Solutions.com.
Purpose of radon gas testing and mitigation:
Radon gas testing is to know if the house has level of 4 pCi/L or higher indoor radon
levels. EPA estimates that about 20,000 lung cancer deaths each year in the U.S. are radonrelated. Exposure to radon is the second leading cause of lung cancer after smoking. Radon
is an odorless, tasteless and invisible gas produced by the decay of naturally occurring
uranium in soil and water. Radon is a form of ionizing radiation and a proven carcinogen.
The purpose of radon gas mitigation is to lower the radon level inside of the house
below 4 pCi/L. Radon gas mitigation requires specific technical knowledge and special skills.
Without the proper equipment or technical knowledge, you could actually increase your radon
level or create other potential hazards and additional costs. American Society for Testing and
Materials, ASTM, Standard Practice for Installing Radon Mitigation Systems in Existing LowRise Residential Buildings, E2121 should be followed.
Indoor Air Quality (IAQ) – Some pollutants in the air are especially harmful for children,
elderly people, and those with health problems. Most of us spend much of our time indoors.
The air that we breathe in our homes, in schools, and in offices can put us at risk for health
problems. Some pollutants can be chemicals, gases, and living organisms like mold and pests.
Some pollutants cause health problems such as sore eyes, burning in the nose and throat,
headaches, or fatigue. Other pollutants cause or worsen allergies, respiratory illnesses (such
as asthma), heart disease, cancer, and other serious long-term conditions.
Purpose of IAQ assessment:
Indoor air quality assessment is to identify pollutants, determine the cause of an air quality
problem, and help prevent them before they occur. Assessment may include Airborne Particulate
Measurements, Airborne Ultrafine Particulate Levels, Carbon Monoxide Monitoring, Temperature
and Relative Humidity, Volatile Organic Compounds Concentrations, Air and Surface Mold
Testing, Comprehensive Water Damage/Mold Remediation Plans, Culturable and Non-Culturable
Sampling, Infrared Imaging Moisture Surveys, Insurance Claims Assessments and Cause
Identification, Interstitial Testing, Post-Remediation Inspection and Testing, Air Handling System
Inspections, Airborne and Surface Bacterial Evaluations, Dust Mite Allergen Evaluations, HVAC
Ductwork Evaluations, Hazards of Fungi (Mold), Indoor Moisture Control, Radon Gas Testing and
Mitigation, Lead Inspection/ Assessment and Abatement, and Asbestos Inspection.
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PHOTOS OF SOME DEFECTS OBSERVED
Photo #1

Regularly remove debris from the roof

Moss growth due to roof leak
from valley flashing

Missing and
loose roof tiles

Photo #2
Delamianting door with deteirorated paint/varnish

Photo #3
Earthquake gas shut-off valve installed after
2/10/2002 shall not be at Gas Company side
Red tag
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Photo #4

Deterioration of wood at
bay window

Water stain at bottom of bay
window due to water intrusion

Photo #5
This concrete hump causes the garage door gap
from the floor

About 1 ½" door gap from floor

Photo #6

Water stain on the wall due to
missing kick-out flashing

Improperly installed or loose
flashings
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Photo #7
Missing door sill and plywood subloor should
extend at least ½" to prevent water intrusion
Remove this wood slat and replace with metal to
prevent termite infestation
Replace this damaged stair

Photo #8
Missing service shut-off cover

Spaces around wall penetrations shall be sealed
properly to prevent entry of air , water and pests
Condenser shall be strapped to its platform

Photo #9
Appliances shall be strapped to its platform and
platform shall be raised 3” above the ground
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Improper connection

Photo 10

Improperly supported rafter

Damaged roof rafters

Photo #11
Disconnected pool pumps motor body grounding

Photo #12
Cooling coil condensate main and overflow drain
pipes shall be provided with trap and vent
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Photo #13

Water stains, damage and microbial growth inside
of furnace and water heater enclosure
Water heater platform shall be covered with non
combustible material such as ga. #26 metal sheet

Photo #14

Vent pipe shall be terminated 12” above horizontal
distance of 8’ from obstruction
Photo #15

Displaced and improper drain
cover at pool and spa
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Photo #16
Pump and blower appears not working. Switch is
beside the spa

Photo #17
Leaking sprinkler system zone valves

Cooling coil in roof space shall be provided with
auxiliary condensate pan and drainage system

Improper humidifier hose
connection with condensate pipe

Photo #18

Water stains due to water intrusion from roof
penetration flashing

Primary and overflow condensate drain pipe
should be terminated separately
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Photo #19

Water stains in roof space from
roof valley flashing leak

Water stains due to water intrusions
from roof louvered vent

Photo #20
Indication of condensation leak and water intrusion
from roof penetration flashing

Cooling coil main condensate drain pipes shall be
provided with trap and vent

Moisture damaged plastered wall due to previous
roof leak

Photo #21
Straps at a 45° angle from each corner of the unit
to rigid framing members shall be provided

Water stain on service platform is an indication of
previous condensation leak
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Photo #22
This dishwasher drain supposed to be connected
to an airgap device

Exposed NM cables smaller than #8 shall be run
through bored holes or ceiling running board.

Improper humidifier hose
connection with condensate pipe

Photo #23

Photo #24

Primary and overflow condensate drain pipe
should be terminated separately

Disconnected
return-air duct
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Cooling coil condensate main and overflow drain
pipes shall be provided with trap and vent

Damaged flexible gray airducts

Photo #25

Cooling coil in roof space shall be provided with
auxiliary condensate pan and drainage system

Photo #26
Leaking water supply pipe joint in patio water
heater
Each gas vent pipe joint shall be secured with
three metal screws

Photo #27

Separation of shower plastic panel
joints in second floor bathroom

Damaged ceiling in garage bathroom due to
leaking shower stall pictured on left
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Photo #28

Displaced insulations in
underfloor space
Airduct in underfloor space shall be provided with
at least 4" clearance from ground

Photo #29

Displaced insulations in
underfloor space
Displaced insulations in
underfloor space

Photo #30

Remove cellulose debris
in underfloor space

Remove cellulose debris in underfloor space
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GENERAL LIMITATIONS AND EXCLUSIONS
AS PER ASHI®/InterNACHI STANDARDS OF PRACTICE
13.1 General limitations:
A. The inspector is NOT required to perform any action or make any determination not specifically stated in these Standards of
Practice.
B. Inspections performed in accordance with these Standards of Practice:
1. are not technically exhaustive.
2. are not required to identify concealed conditions, latent defects, or consequential damage(s).
C. These Standards of Practice are applicable to buildings with four or fewer dwelling units and their garages or carports.
13.2 General exclusions:
A. Inspectors are NOT required to determine:
1. conditions of systems or components that are not readily accessible.
2. remaining life expectancy of any system or component.
3. strength, adequacy, effectiveness, or efficiency of any system or component.
4. the causes of any condition or deficiency.
5. methods, materials, or costs of corrections.
6. future conditions including but not limited to failure of systems and components.
7. the suitability of the property for any specialized use.
8. compliance with regulatory requirements (codes, regulations, laws, ordinances, etc.).
9. market value of the property or its marketability.
10. the advisability of purchase of the property.
11. the presence of potentially hazardous plants or animals including, but not limited to, wood destroying organisms or diseases
harmful to humans including molds or mold-like substances.
12. the presence of any environmental hazards including, but not limited to, toxins, carcinogens, noise, and contaminants in soil, water,
and air.
13. the effectiveness of any system installed or method utilized to control or remove suspected hazardous substances.
14. operating costs of systems or components.
15. acoustical properties of any system or component.
16. soil conditions relating to geotechnical or hydrologic specialties.
B. Inspectors are NOT required to offer:
1. or perform any act or service contrary to law.
2. or perform engineering services.
3. or perform any trade or any professional service other than home inspection.
4. warranties or guarantees of any kind.
C. Inspectors are NOT required to operate:
1. any system or component that is shut down or otherwise inoperable.
2. any system or component that does not respond to normal operating controls.
3. shut-off valves or manual stop valves.
D. Inspectors are NOT required to enter:
1. any area that will, in the opinion of the inspector, likely be dangerous to the inspector or other persons or damage the property or its
systems or components.
2. under-floor crawl spaces or attics that are not readily accessible.
E. Inspectors are NOT required to inspect:
1. underground items including but not limited to underground storage tanks or other underground indications of their presence,
whether abandoned or active.
2. items that are not installed.
3. installed decorative items.
4. items in areas that are not entered in accordance with 13.2.D.
5. detached structures other than garages and carports.
6. common elements or common areas in multi-unit housing, such as condominium properties or cooperative housing.
F. Inspectors are NOT required to:
1. perform any procedure or operation that will, in the opinion of the inspector, likely be dangerous to the inspector or other persons or
damage the property or its systems or components.
2. describe or report on any system or component that is not included in these Standards and was not inspected.
3. move personal property, furniture, equipment, plants, soil, snow, ice, or debris.
4. dismantle any system or component, except as explicitly required by these Standards of Practice.
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GENERAL MAINTENANCE TASKS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

Install smoke detectors as necessary (at least one in the hallway on each level of the
home and one in each bedroom).
Make any electrical improvements recommended in the home inspection report.
Remove any wood/soil contact to prevent rot and insect damage.
Change the locks on all doors. Exterior door locks shall be readily openable without the
use of a key.
Remove or correct trip hazards such as broken or uneven walks, patios, and driveways.
Correct unsafe stairways and landings.
Have all chimneys inspected and serviced before operating any of these appliances.
Locate and mark the shut-off for the heating, electrical and plumbing systems.
Clean the gutters, downspouts, and valleys in the spring and fall.
Check for damaged roofing and flashing materials twice a year.
Cover turbine vents every winter/rainy season to prevent water intrusions.
Cut back trees and shrubs from the house walls, roof and system.
Clean the tracks on the horizontal sliding doors and windows annually.
Test ground fault circuit interrupters using the test button monthly.
Check furnace filters, humidifiers, and electronic air cleaners monthly.
Clear faucets/shower heads strainer/aerator of rust flakes regularly, if pipe is galvanized-iron.
Install and re-secure door stops as needed.
Check attics for evidence of leaks, and condensation, and make sure vents are not
obstructed, at least twice a year.

CAULKING
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Wherever the masonry meets the siding.
Where pipes, cables and wires enters the house.
Around window frames, door frames, and pet door entrances.
Around air conditioners, exhaust fan vents, and clothes dryer vents.
Around forced air furnace base and false floor panel joints and floor penetrations.
Underneath metal or wooden door thresholds.
At corner joints formed by siding and on split or broken siding.
At joins, seams, cracks, or leaks in gutters.
Around all roof vents, dormer, chimney flashing, and other roof penetrations.
Where skylights meet a roof or wall and around vent stacks that go through a roof.
Where the antenna connects to the house.
Between any dissimilar materials such as wood and masonry, wood and metal, etc..
Cracks in foundation, slabs, or basement floors and walls.
Along the foundation sill plate- where wood framing rests on the foundation.
With heat-resistant caulk, around the flues and chimneys, and at chimney joints.
At gaps where the chimney passes through an attic and walls.
Around fixtures such as bathtubs and toilets, where water could spill unto a floor.
Around showers, shower heads and shower door tracks, sinks faucets, and soap dishes.
Around pipes beneath sinks.
Around splash boards and sinks rim in bathrooms and kitchens.
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GLOSSARY
AIR ADMITTANCE VALVE. A one-way valve designed to allow air into the plumbing drainage system when a negative pressure develops in
the piping. This device shall close by gravity and seal the terminal under conditions of zero differential pressure (no flow conditions) and
under positive internal pressure.
AIR CIRCULATION, FORCED. A means of providing space conditioning utilizing movement of air through ducts or plenums by mechanical means.
AIR-CONDITIONING SYSTEM. A system that consists of heat exchangers, blowers, filters, supply, exhaust and return-air systems, and
shall include any apparatus installed in connection therewith.
AIRGAP. The unobstructed vertical distance through free atmosphere between the outlet of a waste/drain pipe and the flood-level rim of the
fixture or receptor into which it is discharging.
ALTERATION. Any construction or renovation to an existing structure other than repair or addition that requires a permit. Also, a change in a
mechanical system that involves an extension, addition or change to the arrangement, type or purpose of the original installation that requires a permit.
ANTISIPHON. A term applied to valves or mechanical devices that eliminate siphonage.
BACKFLOW, DRAINAGE. A reversal of flow in the drainage system.
BACKFLOW PREVENTER. A device or means to prevent backflow.
BACK SIPHONAGE. The flowing back of used or contaminated water from piping into a potable water-supply pipe due to a negative pressure.
BALLCOCK. A valve that is used inside a gravity-type water closet flush tank to control the supply of water into the tank. It may also be
called a flush-tank fill valve or water control.
BOILER. A self-contained appliance from which hot water is circulated for heating purposes and then returned to the boiler, and which
operates at water pressures not exceeding 160 pounds per square inch gage (psig) and at water temperatures not exceeding 250ºF.
BRANCH. Any part of the piping system other than a riser, main or stack.
Btu/H. The listed maximum capacity of an appliance, absorption unit or burner expressed in British thermal units input per hour.
BUILDING DRAIN. The lowest piping that collects the discharge from all other drainage piping inside the house and conveys it to the
building sewer 30” outside the building wall.
BUILDING, EXISTING. Building erected prior to the adoption of this code, or one for which a legal building permit has been issued.
BUILDING SEWER. That part of the drainage system that extends from the end of the building drain and conveys its discharge to a public
sewer, private sewer, individual sewage disposal system or other point of disposal.
BUILT-UP ROOF COVERING. Two or more layers of felt cemented together and surfaced with a cap sheet, mineral aggregate, smooth
coating or similar surfacing material.
ENVELOPE/ CLADDING. The exterior materials that cover the surface of the building envelope that is directly loaded by the wind.
CLEANOUT. An accessible opening in the drainage system used for the removal of possible obstruction.
COMBUSTION AIR. Air provided to fuel-burning equipment including air for fuel combustion, draft hood dilution and ventilation equipment enclosure.
CONDENSATE. The liquid that separates from a gas due to a reduction in temperature, e.g., water that condenses from flue gases and
water that condenses from air circulating through the cooling coil in air conditioning equipment.
CONDITIONED AREA. That area within a building provided with heating and/or cooling systems or appliances capable of maintaining,
through design or heat loss/gain, 68ºF during the heating season and/or 80ºF during the cooling season, or has a fixed opening directly
adjacent to a conditioned area.
CONFINED SPACE. A room or space having a volume less than 50 cubic’ per 1,000 Btu/h of the aggregate input rating of all fuel-burning
appliances installed in that space.
CONTROL, LIMIT. An automatic control responsive to changes in liquid flow or level, pressure, or temperature for limiting the operation of an appliance.
CORROSION RESISTANT. Any nonferrous metal or any metal having an unbroken surfacing of nonferrous metal.
CROSS CONNECTION. Any connection between two otherwise separate piping systems whereby there maybe a flow from one system to the other.
DECK. An exterior floor system supported on at least two opposing sides by an adjoining Structure and/or posts, piers, or other Independent supports.
DIAMETER. Unless specifically stated, the term “Ø” is the nominal Ø as designated by the approved material standard.
DIAPHRAGM. A horizontal or nearly horizontal system acting to transmit lateral forces to the vertical resisting elements. When the term
“diaphragm” is used, it includes horizontal bracing systems.
DIRECT-VENT APPLIANCE. A fuel-burning appliance with a sealed combustion system that draws all air for combustion from the outside
atmosphere and discharges all flue gases to the outside atmosphere.
DRAFT. The pressure difference existing between the appliance or any component part and the atmosphere, that causes a continuous flow
of air and products of combustion through the gas passages of the appliance to the atmosphere.
Induced draft. The pressure difference created by the action of a fan, blower or ejector, that is located between the appliance and vent termination.
DRAFT HOOD. A device built into an appliance, or a part of the vent connector from an appliance, which is designed to provide for the
ready escape of the flue gases from the appliance in the event of no draft, backdraft or stoppage beyond the draft hood; prevent a backdraft
from entering the appliance; and neutralize the effect of stack action of the chimney or gas vent on the operation of the appliance.
DRAFT STOP. A material, device or construction installed to restrict the movement of air within open spaces of concealed areas of building
components such as crawl spaces, floor ceiling assemblies, roof-ceiling assemblies and attics.
DRAIN. Any pipe that carries soil and water-borne wastes in a building drainage system.
DRAINAGE FITTING. A pipe fitting designed to provide connections in the drainage system that have provisions for establishing the desired
slope in the system. These fittings are made from a variety of both metals and plastics. The methods of coupling provide for required slope
in the system.
DUCT SYSTEM. A continuous passageway for the transmission of air which, in addition to ducts, includes duct fittings, dampers, plenums,
fans and accessory air-handling equipment and appliances.
DWELLING UNIT. A single unit providing complete independent living facilities for one or more persons, including permanent provisions for
living, sleeping, eating, cooking and sanitation.
DWV. Abbreviated term for drain, waste and vent piping as used in common plumbing practice.
EMERGENCY ESCAPE AND RESCUE OPENING. An operable window, door or similar device that provides for a means of escape and
access for rescue in the event of an emergency.
EVAPORATIVE COOLER. A device used for reducing air temperature by the process of evaporating water into an air stream.
EXISTING INSTALLATIONS. Any plumbing system regulated by this code that was legally installed prior to the effective date of this code,
or for which a permit to install has been issued.
EFFLORESCENCE. Efflorescence is a white crystalline or powdery, often fluffy/fuzzy deposit on the surface of masonry materials like
concrete, brick, clay tile, etc. It's caused by water seeping through the wall/floor/object. The water dissolves salts inside the object while
moving through it, then evaporates leaving the salt on the surface.
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EXTERIOR INSULATION FINISH SYSTEMS (EIFS). Synthetic stucco cladding systems typically consisting of five layers: adhesive,
insulation board, base coat into which fiberglass reinforcing mesh is embedded, and a finish coat in the desired color.
FIREBLOCKING. Building materials installed to resist the free passage of flame to other areas of the building through concealed spaces.
FIREDOOR. Door between the garage and residence that is made of solid wood doors, solid or honeycomb core steel doors not less than 1
3 /8” thick, or 20-minute fire-rated doors
FIREPLACE. An assembly consisting of a hearth and fire chamber of noncombustible material and provided with a chimney.
FACTORY-BUILT FIREPLACE. A listed and labeled fireplace and chimney system composed of factory-made components, and assembled
in the field in accordance with manufacturer’s instructions and the conditions of the listing.
MASONRY CHIMNEY. A field-constructed chimney composed of solid masonry units, bricks, stones or concrete.
FIREPLACE STOVE. A free-standing, chimney-connected solid-fuel-burning heater designed to be operated with the fire chamber doors.
FIREPLACE THROAT. The opening between the top of the firebox and the smoke chamber.
FLOOD-LEVEL RIM. The edge of the receptor or fixture from which water overflows.
FLOOR DRAIN. A plumbing fixture for recess in the floor having a floor-level strainer intended for the purpose of the collection and disposal
of wastewater used in cleaning the floor and for the collection and disposal of accidental spillage to the floor.
FLOOR FURNACE. A self-contained furnace suspended from the floor of the space being heated, taking air for combustion from outside
such space, and with means for lighting the appliance from such space.
FLOW PRESSURE. The static pressure in the water supply pipe near the faucet or water outlet while the water outlet is open and flowing at capacity.
FLUE COLLAR. The portion of a fuel-burning appliance designed for the attachment of a draft hood, vent connector or venting system.
FLUSH VALVE. A device located at the bottom of a flush tank that is operated to flush water closets.
FULLWAY VALVE. A valve that in the full open position has an opening cross-sectional area equal to a minimum of 85 percent of the crosssectional area of the connecting pipe.
FURNACE.A vented heating appliance designed or arranged to discharge heated air into a conditioned space or through a duct or ducts.
GLAZING AREA. The interior surface area of all glazed fenestration, including the area of sash, curbing or other framing elements, that
enclose conditioned space. Includes the area of glazed fenestration assemblies in walls bounding conditioned basements.
GRADE. The finished ground level adjoining the building at all exterior walls.
HABITABLE SPACE. A space in a building for living, sleeping, eating or cooking. Bathrooms, toilet rooms, closets, halls, storage or utility
spaces and similar areas are not considered habitable spaces.
HANDRAIL. A horizontal or sloping rail intended for grasping by the hand for guidance or support.
HAZARDOUSLOCATION. Location considered to be a fire hazard for flammable vapors, dust, combustible fibers or other highly combustible
substances.
HEAT PUMP. An appliance having heating or heating/cooling capability and that uses refrigerants to extract heat from air, liquid or other sources.
IGNITION SOURCE. A flame spark or hot surface capable of igniting flammable vapors or fumes. Such sources include appliance burners,
burner ignitions and electrical switching devices.
INDIVIDUAL SEWAGE DISPOSAL SYSTEM. A system for disposal of sewage by means of a septic tank or mechanical treatment,
designed for use apart from a public sewer to serve a single establishment or building.
LIVING SPACE. Space within a dwelling unit utilized for living, sleeping, eating, cooking, bathing, washing and sanitation purposes.
MANUFACTURED HOME. Manufactured home means a structure, transportable in one or more sections, which in the traveling mode is 8
body’ or more in width or 40 body’ or more in length, or, when erected on site, is 320 square’ or more, and which is built on a permanent
chassis and designed to be used as a dwelling with or without a permanent foundation when connected to the required utilities, and includes
the plumbing, heating airconditioning and electrical systems contained therein.
MASONRY CHIMNEY. A field-constructed chimney composed of solid masonry units, bricks, stones or concrete.
METAL ROOF PANEL. An interlocking metal sheet having a minimum installed weather exposure of at least 3 square’ per sheet.
METAL ROOF SHINGLE. An interlocking metal sheet having an installed weather exposure less than 3 square’ per sheet.
MODIFIED BITUMEN ROOF COVERING. One or more layers of polymer modified asphalt sheets. The sheet materials shall be fully
adhered or mechanically attached to the substrate or held in place with an approved ballast layer.
NONCONDITIONED SPACE. A space that is not a conditioned space by insulated walls, floors or ceilings.
OCCUPIED SPACE. The total area of all buildings or structures on any lot or parcel of ground projected on a horizontal plane, excluding
permitted projections as allowed by this code.
PLENUM. A chamber that forms part of an air-circulation system other than the occupied space being conditioned.
PLUMBING APPLIANCE. An energized household appliance with plumbing connections, such as a dishwasher, food-waste grinder, clothes
washer or water heater.
PLUMBING FIXTURE. A receptor or device that requires both a water-supply connection and a discharge to the drainage system, such as
water closets, lavatories, bathtubs and sinks. Plumbing appliances as a special class of fixture are further defined.
PLUMBING SYSTEM. Includes the water supply and distribution pipes, plumbing fixtures, supports and appurtenances; soil, waste and vent
pipes; sanitary drains and building sewers to an approved point of disposal.
POTABLE WATER. Water free from impurities present in amounts sufficient to cause disease or harmful physiological effects and
conforming in bacteriological and chemical quality to the requirements of the public health authority having jurisdiction.
PRESSURE-RELIEF VALVE. A pressure-actuated valve held closed by a spring or other means and designed to automatically relieve
pressure at the pressure at which it is set.
PUBLIC SEWER. A common sewer directly controlled by public authority.
PUBLIC WATER MAIN. A water-supply pipe for public use controlled by public authority.
QUICK-CLOSING VALVE. A valve or faucet that closes automatically when released manually or controlled by mechanical means for fast-action closing.
R-VALUE, THERMAL RESISTANCE. The inverse of the time rate of heat flow through a building thermal envelope element from one of its
bounding surfaces to the other for a unit temperature difference between the two surfaces, under steady state conditions, per unit area.
RAMP. A walking surface that has a running slope steeper than 1 unit vertical in 20 units horizontal (5-percent slope).
RECEPTOR. A fixture or device that receives the discharge from indirect waste/drain pipes.
REFRIGERANT. A substance used to produce refrigeration by its expansion or evaporation.
REFRIGERANT COMPRESSOR. A specific machine, with or without accessories, for compressing a given refrigerant vapor.
REROOFING. The process of recovering or replacing an existing roof covering. See “Roof recover.”
RETURN AIR. Air removed from an approved conditioned space or location and recirculated or exhausted.
RISER. A water pipe that extends vertically one full story or more to convey water to branches or to a group of fixtures.
ROOF ASSEMBLY. A system designed to provide weather protection and resistance to design loads. The system consists of a roof
covering and roof deck or a single component serving as both the roof covering and the roof deck. A roof assembly includes the roof deck,
vapor retarder, substrate or thermal barrier, insulation, vapor retarder, and roof covering.
ROOF COVERING. The covering applied to the roof deck for weather resistance, fire classification or appearance.
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ROOF DECK. The flat or sloped surface not including its supporting members or vertical supports.
ROOF RECOVER. The process of installing an additional roof covering over an existing roof covering without removing the existing roof covering.
ROOFTOP STRUCTURE. An enclosed structure on or above the roof of any part of a building.
ROOMHEATER. A freestanding heating appliance installed in the space being heated and not connected to ducts.
SANITARY SEWER. A sewer that carries sewage and excludes storm, surface and groundwater.
SCUPPER. An opening in a wall or parapet that allows water to drain from a roof.
SEPTIC TANK. A water-tight receptor that receives the discharge of a building sanitary drainage system and is constructed so as to
separate solids from the liquid, digest organic matter through a period of detention, and allow the liquids to discharge into the soil outside of
the tank through a system of open joint or perforated piping or a seepage pit.
SEWAGE. Any liquid waste containing animal matter, vegetable matter or other impurity in suspension or solution.
SHEAR WALL. A general term for walls that are designed and constructed to resist racking from seismic and wind by use of masonry, concrete,
cold-formed steel or wood framing in accordance with Chapter 6 of this code and the associated limitations in Section R301.2 of this code.
SINGLE PLY MEMBRANE. A roofing membrane that is field applied using one layer of membrane material (either homogeneous or
composite) rather than multiple layers.
SLIP JOINT. A mechanical-type joint used primarily on fixture traps. The joint tightness is obtained by compressing a friction- type washer
such as rubber, nylon, neoprene, lead or special packing material against the pipe by the tightening of a (slip) nut.
SLOPE. The fall (pitch) of a line of pipe in reference to a horizontal plane. In drainage, the slope is expressed as the fall in units vertical per
units horizontal (percent) for a length of pipe.
SOLID MASONRY. Load-bearing or non load-bearing construction using masonry units where the net cross-sectional area of each unit in
any plane parallel to the bearing surface is not less than 75 percent of its gross cross-sectional area.
STACK. Any main vertical DWV line, including offsets, that extends one or more stories as directly as possible to its vent terminal.
STORM SEWER, DRAIN. A pipe used for conveying rainwater, surface water, condensate, cooling water or similar liquid wastes.
RACKING/SHEARING OF WALLS. The resistance to earthquake, wind or other lateral forces acting on light-frame buildings is provided by
walls parallel to the load; namely, shear walls. Since these forces tend to distort shear walls, they are often referred to as racking forces.
SUMP. A tank or pit that receives sewage or waste, located below the normal grade of the gravity system and that must be emptied by mechanical means.
SUMP PUMP. A pump installed to empty a sump. The pump is chosen to handle the type of material to be pumped—either clear water
waste or soil-type sewage. The pump is selected for the specific head and volume of the load and is usually operated by level controllers.
SUPPLY AIR. Air delivered to a conditioned space through ducts or plenums from heat exchanger of a heating, cooling or ventilating system.
SUPPORTS. Devices for supporting, hanging and securing pipes, fixtures and equipment.
TEMPERATURE- AND PRESSURE-RELIEF (T AND P) VALVE. A combination relief valve designed to function as both a temperaturerelief and pressure-relief valve.
TEMPERATURE-RELIEF VALVE. A temperature actuated valve designed to discharge automatically at the temperature at which it is set.
THERMAL RESISTANCE, R-VALUE. The inverse of the time rate of heat flow through a body from one of its bounding surfaces to the other
for a unit temperature difference between the two surfaces, under steady state conditions, per unit area.
TIPPING OF STRUCTURE. Sliding of hillside, ground uplifting or liquefaction as aggravated by earthquake forces may causes tipping.
TOWNHOUSE. A single-family dwelling unit constructed in a group of three or more attached units in which each unit extends from
foundation to roof and with open space on at least two sides.
TRAP. A fitting, either separate or built into a fixture, that provides a liquid seal to prevent the emission of sewer gases without materially
affecting the flow of sewage or waste water through it.
TRAP ARM. That portion of a fixture drain between a trap weir and the vent fitting.
TRAP SEAL. The trap seal is the maximum vertical depth of liquid that a trap will retain, measured between the crown weir and the top of
the dip of the trap.
TRIM. Picture molds, chair rails, baseboards, handrails, door and window frames, and similar decorative or protective materials used in fixed applications.
UNCONFINED SPACE. A space having a volume not less than 50 cubic’ per 1,000Btu/h of the aggregate input rating of all appliances
installed in that space. Rooms communicating directly with the space in which the appliances are installed, through openings not furnished
with doors, are considered a part of the unconfined space.
UNDERLAYMENT. One or more layers of felt, sheathing paper, non bituminous saturated felt, or other approved material over which a s
roof covering, with a slope of 2 to 12 (17-percent slope) or greater, is applied.
VACUUM BREAKERS. A device which prevents back siphonage of water by admitting atmospheric pressure through ports to the discharge side of device.
VAPOR RETARDER. A material having a permeance rating of 1.0 or less when tested in accordance with ASTM E 96.
VENT. A passageway for conveying flue gases from fuel-fired appliances, or their vent connectors, to the outside atmosphere.
VENT CONNECTOR. That portion of a venting system which connects the flue collar or draft hood of an appliance to a vent.
VENTILATION. The natural or mechanical process of supplying conditioned or unconditioned air to, or removing such air from any space.
VENTING SYSTEM. A continuous open passageway from the flue collar of an appliance to the outside atmosphere for the purpose of
removing flue or vent gases. A venting system is usually composed of a vent or a chimney and vent connector, if used, assembled to form
the open passageway.
Wall-load bearing is a wall supporting any vertical load in addition to its own weight.
Wall-non load bearing is a wall which does not support vertical loads other than its own weight.
WASTE. Liquid-borne waste that is free of fecal matter.
WASTE/DRAIN PIPE OR STACK. Piping that conveys only liquid sewage not containing fecal material.
WATER CLOSET. Same as toilet bowl. A plumbing fixture used to receive human wastes and flush them to a waste/drain pipe.
WATER-DISTRIBUTIONSYSTEM. Piping which conveys water from the service to plumbing fixtures, appliances, appurtenances,
equipment, devices or other systems served, including fittings and control valves.
WATER HEATER. Any heating appliance or equipment that heats potable water and supplies such water to the distribution system.
WATER MAIN. A water-supply pipe for public use.
WATER-SERVICE PIPE. The outside pipe from the water main or other source of potable water supply to the water distribution system
inside the building, terminating at the service valve.
WATER-SUPPLY SYSTEM. The water-service pipe, the water- distributing pipes and the necessary connecting pipes, fittings, control
valves and all appurtenances in or adjacent to the building or premises.
WOOD STRUCTURAL PANEL. A panel manufactured from veneers; or wood strands or wafers; bonded together with waterproof synthetic
resins or other suitable bonding systems. Examples of wood structural panels are plywood, OSB (Oriented Strand Board) or composite panels.
YARD. An open space, other than a court, unobstructed from the ground to the sky, except where specifically provided by this code, on the
lot on which a building is situated.

LIFE EXPECTANCY OF HOUSEHOLD COMPONENTS
Individual units or components may vary depending on the quality of unit or component, how often they were used and how regularly they are serviced
APPLIANCES
Compactors
Dishwashers
Dryers
Disposal
Freezers, compact
Freezers, standard
Microwave ovens
Electric Ranges
Gas ranges
Gas ovens
Refrigerators, compact
Refrigerators, standard
Washers, automatic & compact
Exhaust fans
BATHROOMS
Cast iron bathtubs
Fiberglass bathtub & showers
Shower doors, average quality
Toilets
Sources: Neil Kelly Designers,
Thompson House of Kitchen & Bath
CABINETRY
Kitchen cabinets
Medicine cabinets & bath vanities
Sources: Kitchen Cabinet Manufacturers
Association, Neil Kelly Designers
CLOSET SYSTEMS
Closet Shelves
COUNTERTOPS
Laminate
Ceramic tile, high-grade
Wood/butcher block
Granite
Sources: AFPA Associates of Western
Plastics, Ceramic Tile Institute of America
DOORS
Screen
Interior, hollow core
Interior, solid core
Exterior, protected overhang
Exterior, unprotected & exposed
Folding
Garage doors
Garage door opener
Sources: Wayne Dalto Corp., National Wood
Window & Door Ass., Raymar Garage Doors
ELECTRICAL
Copper wiring, copper plated, copper
clad aluminum & bare copper
Armored cable (BX) & conduit
Panel board
Sources: Jesse Aronstein, Engineering Consultant
FINISHES FOR WATERPROOFING
Paint, Plaster, and stucco
Sealer, silicone, and waxes
Sources: Brick Institute of America Floors
FLOORS
Oak or pine
Slate flagstone
Vinyl sheet or tile
Terrazzo
Carpet, medium quality
Marble, medium traffic
Sources: Carpet & Rug Institute, Marble Institute,
National Terrazzo & Mosaic Ass., National Wood
Flooring Ass., Resilient Floor Covering Institute
FOOTINGS & FOUNDATION
Poured footings & foundations
Concrete block
Cement
Waterproofing, bituminous coat
Termite proofing
Sources: WR Grace & Company
HEATING & AIRCONDITIONING
Central airconditioning
Window air-conditioner
Air conditioner compressor
Humidifier
Electric water heater
Gas water heater
Forced air furnaces, heat pump
Rooftop air-conditioners
Boilers, hot water or steam
Furnaces, gas or oil-fired
Unit heaters, gas or electric
Radiant heaters, electric
Radiant heaters, hot water/steam
Baseboard systems
Diffusers, grilles, and registers
Induction & fan coil units
Dampers
Centrifugal fans
Axial fans
Ventilating roof-mounted fans
DX, water, and steam coils
Electric coils
Heat exchangers, shell-and-tube
Molded insulation
Pumps, sump and well
Burners
Sources: Airconditioning & Refrigeration Institute
Air Movement& Control Ass., American Gas Ass.,
American Society of Gas Engineers, American
Society of Heating, Refrigeration & Airconditioning
Engineers, Inc., Safe Aire Incorporated

LIFE in years
10
10
14
10
12
16
11
17
19
14
14
17
13
20
50
10 to 15
25
50

15 to 20
20

Lifetime
10 to 15
Lifetime
20+
20+

25 to 50
less than 30
30 to lifetime
80 to 100
25 to 30
30 to lifetime
20 to 50
10

75 to 100
Lifetime
50 to 60
3 to 5
1 to 5
Lifetime
Lifetime
20 to 30
Lifetime
5 to 11
Lifetime+

200
100
50
10
5
15
10
15
8
14
11 to 13
15
15
30
18
13
10
25
20
27
20
20
25
20
20
20
15
24
20
10
21

HOME SECURITY APPLIANCES
Intrusion systems
Smoke detectors
Smoke/fire/intrusion systems
INSULATION
For foundations, roofs, ceilings, walls
and floors
Sources: Insulation Contractors Association of,
America, North American Insulation, Manufacturers
Association
LANDSCAPING
Wooden decks
Brick & concrete patios
Tennis courts
Concrete walks
Gravel walks
Asphalt driveways
Swimming pools
Sprinkler systems
Fences
Sources: Associated Landscape Contractors
of America, Irrigation Association
MASONRY
Chimney, fireplace, and brick veneer
Brick & stone walls
Stucco
Sources: Brick Institute of America, Architectural
Components, National Association of Brick
Distributors, National Stone Association
MILLWORK
Stairs, trim
Disappearing stairs
PAINTS AND STAINS
Exterior paint on wood, stucco, etc.
Interior wall paint
Interior trim and door paint
Wallpaper
Sources: Finnaren & Haley, Glidden Company
The wallpaper
PLUMBING
Waste piping, cast iron
Waste piping, ABS plastic
Water supply, galvanized-iron
Water supply, copper & plastic
Gas piping, black pipe
Sinks, enamel steel
Sinks, enamel cast iron
Sinks, china
Faucets, low quality
Faucets, high quality
Sources: American Concrete Pipe Association,
Cast Iron Soil & Pipe Institute, Neil Kelly
Designers, Thompson House of Kitchen & Baths
ROOFING
Asphalt & wood shingles & Shakes
Tile, average quality
Slate, average quality
Sheet metal, average quality
Built-up roofing, asphalt
Built-up roofing, coal & tar
Asphalt composition shingle
Asphalt overlag
Sources: National Roofing Contractors Association
ROUGH STRUCTURE
Basement floor systems
Framing, exterior & interior walls
Sources: NAHB Research Foundation
SHUTTERS
Wood, interior
Wood, exterior
Vinyl plastic, exterior
Aluminum, interior
Aluminum, exterior
Sources: A.C. Shutters, Inc., Alcoa Building
Products, American Heritage Shutters
SIDING
Gutters and downspouts
Siding, wood
Siding, steel
Siding, aluminum
Siding, Vinyl
WALLS & WINDOWS TREATMENT
Drywall & plaster
Ceramic tile, high quality
Sources: Association of Wall and Ceiling
Industries International, Ceramic Tile Institute
of America
WINDOWS
Window glazing
Wood casement
Aluminum and vinyl casement
Screen
Sources: Best Build Products, Optimum Window
Manufacturing, Safety Glazing Certification Council,
Screen Manufacturers Association

LIFE in years
14
12
10
Lifetime

15
24
10
24
4
10
18
12
12

Lifetime
100+
Lifetime

50 to 100
30 to 40
7 to 10
5 to 10
5 to 10
7

75 to 100
Lifetime
30 to 50
75 to 100
75 to 100
5 to 10
25 to 30
25 to 30
13 to 15
15 to 20

15 to 30
50 to 100
50 to 100
50+
12 to 25
12 to 30
15 to 30
25 to 35
Lifetime
Lifetime
Lifetime
4 to 5
7 to 8
35 to 50
3 to 5

30
10 to 100
50 to Lifetime
20 to 50
50
30 to 70
Lifetime

20
20 to 50
20 to 30
25 to 50

COPY OF ABI INSPECTION AGREEMENT FORM
SCOPE OF INSPECTION
The property inspection to be performed is a non-invasive physical examination of the visible portions of primary building(s) on the property;
and will inform the CLIENT of MAJOR VISIBLE DEFECTS AS THEY EXIST ON THE DATE OF THE INSPECTION. This inspection will be
performed in compliance with the American Society of Home Inspectors, Inc. (ASHI®) for home inspection and American Society for Testing
and Materials (ASTM) for commercial inspection standards of practice will be observed, a copy of which is available upon request.
This inspection and report is limited to a visual examination of the exposed and readily accessible areas of the building, that includes the
following: Sitework, Structure/Foundation, Exterior, Chimneys, Carport, Garage, Roof, Plumbing Systems, Water Heaters, Electrical
Systems, Heating Systems, Cooling Systems, Interior, Stairs, Laundry, Kitchen, Built-in Appliances, Bathrooms, Crawlspace/Attic,
Insulation, and Fireplaces.
It is understood that visual observations of existing apparent conditions are limited at the time of the inspection only. Latent and concealed
defects and deficiencies are excluded from the inspection; equipment, items and systems will not be dismantled. CLIENT agrees to assume
all the risk for all conditions, which are concealed from the view at the time of the inspection.
The inspection and report are not intended to be used as a guarantee or warranty, expressed or implied, regarding the adequacy,
performance, or condition of any inspected structure, item, or system. Company is not an insurer of any inspected conditions.
OUTSIDE THE SCOPE OF INSPECTION
The inspection and report do not address and are not intended to address the possible presence of or danger from any potentially harmful
substances and environmental hazards including but not limited to radon gas, lead paint, asbestos, urea formaldehyde, toxic or
flammable chemicals, water or airborne hazards, and electromagnetic radiation. Also excluded are inspections of and reports on
building code or zoning ordinance violations; geological stability or soils condition; structural stability or engineering analysis;
termites, pests, or other wood destroying insects; conditions of detached buildings; pools or spas structures and underground
piping; saunas and steam baths; private or public sewage systems; radio-controlled devices; automatic gates; elevators; lifts;
dumbwaiters; and thermostatic or timer controls; security systems; central vacuum systems; water softener; sprinkler systems;
fire and safety equipments; and prediction of life expectancy of any item.
The INSPECTOR will provide to the CLIENT its written report within a reasonable time following the completion of the inspection. The
inspection results are not completed until the written report is prepared and delivered.
CONFIDENTIALITY OF REPORT: The inspection report is prepared for the sole, confidential, and exclusive use and possession of the
CLIENT. It is not to be copied or disseminated to any other party without the expressed written consent of the INSPECTOR. Use of or
reliance upon the report by other parties, or for other transactions, is strictly prohibited.
SEVERABILITY: CLIENT and INSPECTOR agree that should a court of competent jurisdiction determine that any portion of this contract is
void or unenforceable, the remaining provisions and portions shall remain in full force and effect.
DISPUTES: CLIENT understands and agrees that any claim for failure to accurately report the major visible defects of the subject property,
as limited herein above, shall be made in writing and reported to the INSPECTOR within 10 business days of discovery. INSPECTOR
agrees to respond promptly to any legitimate complaint. CLIENT further agrees that CLIENT or CLIENT’S agents, employees, or
independent contractors will make no alterations, repairs or replacements to the claimed condition that is the subject of the “claimed failure
to report” prior to a re-inspection by the INSPECTOR. CLIENT waives all claims relating to conditions that are altered or repaired without
said notice or reinspection.
ARBITRATION: Any dispute, controversy, interpretation or claims of any kind or nature whatsoever, including but not limited to, claims for
breach of contract, any form of negligence, fraud or misrepresentation arising out of, from, or related to this contract or arising out of, from,
or related to the inspection and inspection report shall be submitted to final and binding arbitration under the Rules and Procedures of the
Expedited Arbitration of Home Inspection Disputes of Construction Arbitration Services, Inc. The accepted standard against which the
inspection shall be judged is the “Standards of Practice” of American Society of Home Inspectors, Inc. (ASHI®) for home inspections and
American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) for commercial inspections. The arbitrator shall conduct summary judgment motions
and enforce full discovery rights as a court would as provided in civil proceeding by legal code.
STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS: The parties agreed that no action might be brought to recover damages against the INSPECTOR or the
Inspection Company, or its officers, agents, or employees more than one year after the date of the subject inspection. Time is expressly
essence herein. CLIENT(S) understands that this time may be shorter than otherwise provided by law.
ACCEPTANCE OF REPORT AND FEE PAYMENT: The fee for this inspection is due at the time of the inspection. If CLIENT has not
signed this agreement, the acceptance of this report shall constitute agreement with all of the terms of this contract. The written report to be
prepared by INSPECTOR shall be considered the final and exclusive findings of the INSPECTOR regarding the inspection of the property.
CLIENT shall not rely on any oral statements made by the INSPECTOR prior to issuance of the written report.
LIMITATION OF LIABILITY: In the event the INSPECTOR fails to fulfill the obligations under this agreement, CLIENTS exclusive remedy at
law or inequity against “INSPECTOR” is limited and fixed in an amount equal to the inspection fee paid multiplied by two (2), or the sum of
five hundred dollars ($500.00), whichever sum shall be less, as liquidated damages, and not as a penalty.
ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT: This agreement shall be binding upon and inure to the benefit of the parties hereto, their heirs,
successors, assigns, agents, and representatives of any kind whatsoever. This agreement constitutes the entire integrated agreement
between the parties hereto pertaining to the subject matter hereof, and may be modified only by a written agreement signed by all the
parties hereto. No oral agreements, understandings, or representations shall change, modify, or amend any part of this agreement.

